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Abstract 
Biomechanics studies over the past 150 years, suggest that animals, including humans, 
move at speeds that “optimize” their cost of transport. These optimizations can be metabolic, 
mechanical, or a mixture of the two; however, the consensus on the relationship between 
metabolic and mechanical cost has been muddied by our current conceptualizations of 
mechanical cost. Our prior considerations in assessing mechanical cost of transport for animal 
locomotion often rely upon the exchange of potential and kinetic energy for a rising and 
falling center of mass that is supported by rigid legs. As a result, our understanding of the 
mechanical costs associated with two-legged walking, especially the like that of humans, 
remains incomplete. Established approaches model only the mechanical cost of the step-to-
step transitions, and often neglect or minimalize the cost dynamics that occur during steps. In 
an effort to rectify our current assumptions about mechanical cost, I examine the walking 
gaits of people through the lens of a quantitative approach that considers every instance of 
the walking stride as a whole. Direct measurement of ground reaction force and center of 
mass velocity vector geometries provides an opportunity to quantify the fundamental 
mechanical cost of transport dynamics that are inherent to human walking. The novel aspect 
of my approach allows for the partitioning of the human walking stride into steps (single 
support periods) and step-to-step transitions (double support periods). My approach allows 
us to better ascertain each support periods’ respective contributions to the overall 
mechanical work that is inherent to moving our body weight over a unit of distance in two 
steps – i.e. the mechanical cost of transport. 
 
 iv 
My studies on human volunteers include experimental perturbations of walking speed 
and I also consider the effect of foot-ankle prosthetic devices on people with below-the-knee 
amputations. After establishing mechanical cost of transport dynamics on able-bodied 
volunteers walking at different speeds, I compare these results to the walking gaits of people 
using non-motorized, dynamic prosthetics and found that while mechanical costs of 
transport did not greatly differ between the two groups, the distribution of mechanical cost 
throughout the walking stride for prosthesis users was quite asymmetric. These cost 
asymmetries often resulted in “hot spots” of mechanical cost that have the potential to be 
rectified through mechanical intervention in the form of mechanical tuning or robotic 
prosthetic applications. I show this potential through the experimental examination of a 
prototype, powered prosthesis that was designed to emulate human ankle dynamics at 
different walking speeds. The results of the robotic intervention showed a 12%-17% decrease 
in overall mechanical cost of transport for prosthesis users versus their walking gait solutions 
on their traditional, non-motorized prosthesis. The results of this mechanical cost analysis 
along with stride partitioning to identify asymmetrical cost distribution is a key innovation for 
the analysis of human locomotion and has potential to bolster the foundation for future 
consideration of mechanical cost of transport dynamics in people using prosthetics, and in 
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Throughout time, the physical properties of Earth have ebbed and flowed from 
unlivable extremes to extraordinary conditions that were perfect for rapid expansions of 
biological diversity. One of the constant features of Earth has been the consistent 
gravitational acceleration applied to all of the matter within its vicinity. Whether this 
acceleration is applied to a rock or an elephant, anything with mass is drawn toward the core 
of our planet. The only way to offset this potentially crushing but universal physical constant 
for massive celestial bodies in our universe is for the accelerated matter to be organized in 
such a way that enables it to apply forces in the opposite direction of gravity.  
Animals often demonstrate extravagant examples of organized matter that feature 
motors, that we call the muscles. These muscles are often attached to rigid structures, the 
bones, which allow for the application of forces to the environment that can oppose the pull 
of Earth’s gravitational field.  The internal forces generated by muscles pulling upon bone or 
exoskeleton, result in external forces that produce patterned movements that we call gaits; 
gait options for animals include crawling, walking, trotting, running, hopping and so on. For 
all of the possible gaits, they all feature the legs placed in configurations that transmit force 
form the ground to the body mass. Most vertebrate animals that live on land to accomplish 
gaits using a minimum of four legs to interact with the ground; most invertebrate animals use 
six or more legs to move around (Gatesy & Biewener, 1991; Hutchinson & Gatesy, 2001). 
Despite the high frequency of multi-legged locomotor solutions throughout the animal 
kingdom, there are notable examples of obligate bipedalism in kangaroos, pangolins, 




Figure 1: Examples of animal bipedal locomotion. A. Grey kangaroo hopping; B. Ground pangolin walking; C. 
Jerboa hopping; D. Flock of ostriches walking; E. Cockroach running bipedally. 
 3 
Human beings have used their ingenuity and imaginations in a united effort to go on 
and inhabit nearly every environment available on planet Earth – rocky cliffs, baron deserts, 
dense rainforests, and icy plateaus covered in permafrost have all been traversed by human 
feet. The once defining hallmark feature of our ability to communicate through vocalization is 
now thought to have been an ancestral feature that may have been established over 20 
million years ago (Boë et al., 2019). Despite the newly discovered ancestry of primate 
vocalizations being passed to our Genus, a defining feature that effectively separates Homo 
from 99.99% of the extant animal kingdom is the way we walk about. Human walking is a 
unique form of locomotion across terrestrial animals because it is accomplished using only 
two of our four limbs.  
The human bipedal solution to locomotion makes us particularly interesting animals 
that have specially adapted anatomy and physiology that allows us to walk faster than many 
(if not, all) others in the animal kingdom. We accomplish these relatively fast walking speeds 
by using a striding gait that allows us cover a relatively long distance over the ground in only 
a few limb cycles. Our solution is in contrast to many other animals that cover a shorter 
distance over the ground in the same number of steps as a typical human, but these animals 
achieve high rates of speed through the increase of limb cycling frequency (Alexander, 1977). 
Because of the uniqueness of human walking, my goal in these research studies is to quantify 
the mechanical cost of transport (CoTmech) that is inherent the human walking strategy 
through empirical means. Since there are very few animals that have converged upon the 
solution of using only two limbs to move around, I’ve focused my efforts in developing a way 
to better understand how the CoTmech associated with human walking is affected by 
movement speed and bionic intervention.  
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The calculation of CoTmech for any gait requires the measurement of how the feet and 
attached legs interact with the ground. Force platforms are instruments that allow for the 
measurement of 3-dimensional forces applied to the surface of the platform (Cavagna, 1975; 
Elftman, 1939). The forces applied to rigid and stationary force sensing platforms are directly 
reflected back to object applying the force, and is thus referred to as a ground reaction force. 
Force plates, not entirely by design, simulate many of the environments that humans 
encounter in modern society; these environments feature substrates such as asphalt, tile, 
manufactured wood floors, and concrete. Conversely, more compliant substrates 
encountered by humans, such as dirt, sand, grass, and tree branches, absorb some of the 
force applied to them and alters the reaction force reflected back to the body – this is an 
important distinction that I’d like to identify early so that we may conceptualize the 
requirement of the central nervous system to control body movements to manage 
mechanical cost based upon the physical properties of environment they are interacting with. 
Keeping this distinction in mind, the information gathered from in-ground force plates is 
integral in quantifying CoTmech for any organism or machine interacting with them.  
The techniques used in each of the studies in this dissertation are focused on better 
characterizing how forces applied to “solid” ground result in animal movement. The 
mechanical cost analysis (MCA) I employ across these studies leverages how force and 
velocity interact and is quantified and compared on a common scalar of CoTmech. The MCA was 
derived from the collision-based cost analysis approach that was initially developed to 
compare quadrupedal gait dynamics of goats and dogs (Lee et al., 2011) and has also been 
deployed in a comparative biomechanics study that included human subjects walking and 
running at constrained speeds (Lee et al., 2013).  
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The walking stride is a single unit the movement dynamics that a repeated to make up 
human walking gaits (Figure 2). Because of the cyclical nature of these repeated units of 
strides that comprise human gaits, mechanical cost dynamics of MCA are measured over two 
consecutive steps. The human walking gaits analyzed in each of these studies features a novel 
approach to gait analysis: measured from mid-stance to mid-stance of the same limb - left, 
right, left or right, left, right (Figure 2). Mid-stance is the term used to approximate the period 
in human walking where the center of mass (CoM) is highest in its vertical position and the 
foot in contact with the ground is nearly straight up and down (first human posture in Figure 
2). Assessment of the stride in this manner allows for the direct comparison of double support 
periods (DS in Figure 2) of the leg at the center step of the stride. Typically, a stride is 
measured from the start of heel strike of the leading limb, but this approach often ignores the 
force dynamics of the toe-push off that is contemporaneous with heel strike during the step-
to-step transition. My approach avoids this potential pitfall and allows for more in-depth 
comparisons of mechanical cost dynamics and how they differ throughout partitioned 
portions of the stride: alternating SS and DS (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: Idealized human walking stride analyzed in each of the studies in this dissertation. The right leg begins 
the stride at mid-stance. During the right leg’s mid-stance, the left leg is swinging forward to contact the ground 
and initiates the 1st double support (DS) period of the stride, wherein both legs support and redirect a person’s 
body mass. When the right leg finishes its push-off, the left leg is the only limb able to support the body weight 
and this period of the stride is referred to as a single support period (SS). The stride progresses forward until the 
right leg is extended to forward to make contact with the ground and initiate the 2nd double support period of the 
walking stride. Upon completion of the 2nd step-to-step transition, the 1st half of SS for the right leg is analyzed 
until mid-stance where the stride cycle is complete. 
 
As a comparative metric, CoTmech is a normalized quantity that allows different systems 
to be compared using the same scale; regardless of differences in mass, height, or whether 
they’re using a prosthetic leg. Because CoTmech is underpinned by the geometric relationship 
of force and CoM velocity vectors in every instance of walking, this relationship can thus be 
analyzed in each instance of the walking stride and can be partitioned accordingly. Through 
the time-varying, instantaneous feature of vector dynamics, my research applies MCA and 
partitioning to empirically gathered data from walking gaits. The primary goal of the MCA and 
partitioning is to assess how the mechanical cost associated with a steady walking speed is 
distributed across the alternating single- and double-support periods of the human walking 
stride. Using MCA and stride partitioning, I address how mechanical cost is distributed in 
human walking with three investigations that consider the following questions: 
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• What is the effect of walking speed on the mechanical cost of transport and how is this 
cost distributed amongst the single- and double-support periods that comprise the 
walking stride? 
• Does the use of foot-ankle prosthetics restore mechanical cost dynamics to their users 
walking gait? Is CoTmech distributed symmetrically across the single- and double-support 
periods of the stride?  
• How does a robotic foot-ankle prosthesis affect mechanical economy at different walking 
speeds compared to a non-motorized prosthesis? Are single- and double-support cost 
dynamics different when compared between passive prosthetics and robotic ones? 
These research questions guided experiments that aimed to better understand how 
interactions with the ground during walking produces patterns of force that move our body 
mass in a mechanically sound manner. My dissertation experiments investigate dynamics of 
the CoM across a broad range of walking speeds used by humans. Additionally, my studies 
utilize comparative statistical approaches that model CoTmech and related metric dynamics at 
different walking speeds for people using lower limb, foot-ankle prosthetics. The first study I 
describe measures the effect of walking speed on mechanical cost dynamics for healthy 
young adults with intact limbs and no recent history of lower limb injury. The other studies 
feature humans using lower leg prosthetics for walking and I measure how the effects of 
bionic interventions translate into the distribution of CoTmech across the partitioned periods of 
the walking stride. 
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The MCA and partitioning approach I employ is different from contemporary simple 
models of human walking that explain our gait as a vaulting rigid inverted pendulum. The 
rigid inverted pendulum model incurs mechanical cost solely from impulsive step-to-step 
transitions in which the body mass redirects itself from one vaulting arc to the next (Cavagna, 
Heglund, & Taylor, 1977; Kuo, Donelan, & Ruina, 2005; Malatesta et al., 2009; Matthis & Fajen, 
2013) (Figure 3). Impulsive redirections mean that an infinitely large magnitude of force stops 
the CoM from falling and redirects it into another arc in an infinitesimally small amount of 
time and this cost is proportional to the a in Figure 3. As a result, these legacy models 
compute a negligible CoTmech for the vaulting phases because the methods assume circular 
arcs with perpendicularly arranged support forces that computationally conserve mechanical 
work. Observationally, however, the assumptions that inverted pendulum models require for 
cost of transport calculations are simply not true for human walking. For instance, people do 
not actually move through circular arcs during vaulting phases, in fact, they are quite 
ellipsoid, and are purposefully dedicated to move the mass in a forward direction rather than 
up and down (Farley & Ferris, 1998). Additionally, humans spend more than 20% of a stride 
cycle duration redirecting their body weight from down-to-up during the step-to-step 
transitions of double support and is in direct contrast to the instantaneous redirection 
inherent to inverted pendulum models (Houdijk et al., 2009; Kuo, 2007; Yang & King, 2016).  
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Figure 3: Rigid inverted pendulum conceptualization of human walking from (Matthis & Fajen, 2013). The CoM 
vaults over a circular trajectory passively during single support. At the step-to-step transition, paired upward 
arrows, the CoM is redirected onto another circular arc. The mechanical cost of transport for this and similar 
models is proportional to a -- that angle is governed by step length. 
 
Because current, simple models of walking do not adequately describe the dynamics 
of the human walking gait, I propose a mechanical cost analysis that quantifies the dynamics 
of the CoM movement based solely upon ground reaction forces (GRFs) applied to the body 
mass throughout the entire human walking stride. Additionally, I posit that partitioning the 
observed force-velocity dynamics of the walking stride into single- and double-support 
periods will garner a more cogent interpretation of how alternating support periods of 
human and other bipedal walking gaits affect CoTmech for the stride. 
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The first study of this dissertation focused on comparing CoTmech of ten healthy young 
adults to two simple dynamic walking models, three minimally actuated bipedal robots, and 
four juvenile ostriches. For this study, I analyzed human walking and ostrich gaits using MCA 
to determine how mechanical costs change, respectively, when these animals walk at 
different speeds across the available range of walking speeds. We found that humans can 
walk effectively across a broad range of speeds at relatively low cost compared to all the other 
bipedal models and systems. Collectively, the results of the first study are transformative for 
the assessment of mechanical cost in human walking through simple models. Characterizing 
the effects of walking speed on mechanical cost dynamics of human walking is an important 
step in understanding how humans move on their own power. In addition, our results refute 
the predictions of the CoTmech as measured through conventional models, and this is an 
important step in unifying theoretical approaches to the force and CoM velocity dynamics 
that are observed in human walking.   
The second study I describe expounds upon the CoTmech through variations to the 
human walking system with lower limb prosthetics. We tested the effects of a commercially 
available walk-run passive prosthesis on five males with unilateral transtibial amputation 
across a range of walking speeds. We compared these dynamics to the five males with intact 
limbs to better ascertain the effect of the prosthesis on the user’s walking gait. In addition to 
whole stride level comparisons, we compared single- and double-support dynamics of 
walking on the bionic limb, as well as the contralateral limb. The partitioning strategy allowed 
for the examination of the different dynamics achieved when the prosthesis is acting as the 
braking limb or as the propulsive one in a step-to-step transition. Quantifying the differences 
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in these dynamics will help us better understand the differential roles the foot-ankle complex 
plays in CoM locomotion, especially during the double support periods of human walking.  
The final study in this body of work employed MCA and partitioning to address the 
differences in the CoTmech  between passive and powered foot-ankle prosthetics. The powered 
prosthesis we tested featured sensors and motors that allow it to emulate biological foot and 
ankle dynamics across a broader range of walking speeds than its non-motorized 
counterparts. We tested the effects of each prosthetic on two subjects and aimed to elicit 
how the dynamics differ between statically tuned passive prosthetics and microprocessor 
controlled powered ones. Our analysis revealed a CoTmech cost reduction of up to 17% when 
using the powered unit versus a passive one – an astounding finding in itself that should be 
further examined in future studies. Single- and double-support partitioning also played an 
integral role in determining the differential effects of powered braking and propulsion during 
step-so-step transitions as compared to the passive dynamics of non-motorized devices. The 
dynamic nature of the double support period requires a balance of coordination between the 
opposing limbs, and we show that while powered units are more effective in minimizing cost 
asymmetries, they still have potential to improve.    
These three studies establish MCA as a new, and viable method to quantify CoTmech 
using only stride kinetics from force plates. The results show promise in identification of the 
cost dynamics inherent to human and animal locomotion, and I hope that it will offer utility as 
a beneficial tool in gait analysis in future biomechanics studies. 
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Mechanical cost analysis and stride partitioning methodology 
 Each of the studies in this dissertation feature mechanical cost analysis (MCA) and 
stride partitioning. This chapter is dedicated to describing the analysis methods utilized in 
each of the studies because the MCA technique and partitioning methodology is conserved 
across the three studies featured in this dissertation. Additional methods about comparisons 
of the results, and methods of data collection for each of the studies herein will be further 
detailed within their respective chapters.  
As a reminder, my primary focus for all three studies I conducted is to quantify the 
mechanical cost of transport (CoTmech) at various speeds within the walking speed range that 
is typical to humans. To demonstrate the MCA and partitioning technique, I’ve chosen a 
single walking trial from a subject to demonstrate how the analyses applies – the trial chosen 
was ideal in that one body weight was supported by vertical forces and there was a net 
acceleration that was approximately 0 ms-2 throughout the stride. Thus, the trial is considered 
“steady-speed” at a rate of 3.0 miles per hour (~1.34 meters per second). As was stated in the 
introduction, the MCA is centered around 3D ground reaction force (GRF) data obtained from 
over ground force plates (Figure 4). The methods of this analysis can also be applied to GRF 
data collected from force plate instrumented treadmills, but there is some disagreement in 
the field regarding the conservation of walking mechanics on over ground versus treadmill 
walking (Yang & King, 2016). Regardless of the potential differences in mechanics over 
ground or treadmill, the MCA I describe would apply equally well to either kinetic data 
collection method. As an aside, the partitioning analysis can only be performed when forces 
from individual limbs are recorded independently throughout the walking stride, in the 
manner described by Donelan et al. (2002).  
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Figure 4: Ground reaction force patterns of the human walking stride. Vertical GRFs (thick lines) feature an M-shape 
for each step of the stride that oscillate around 1 body weight of support. Summed vertical GRFs (thick red lines) 
are highest during the step-to-step transitions (DS) of human walking. Horizontal GRFs (thin lines) for each step 
are initially negative as the heel “braking” decelerates the body mass before switching in polarity (circles) and the 
forefoot “push-off” that accelerates the body mass forward and upward. Summed horizontal GRFs (thin red lines) 
produce a shift in force polarity (circles) that is always positive to negative during double support periods (DS), 
and are a result of simultaneous “push-off” and “braking”. Single support periods (SS) of the stride occur any time 
that only one foot is in contact with the ground.  
 
 
Figure 5: Vertical oscillations of the CoM across the walking stride. The CoM is highest at about midstance of the 




Figure 6: A) Vector geometries of  force (F, gray) and velocity (V, orange) with respect to the CoM. Force angle 
(theta, 𝜃, gray)  is measured as the difference from the vertical plane and velocity angle (l, orange) is measured as 
the angular difference from the horizontal plane. Mechanical cost via the collision angle (𝜙, red) is measured as 
the difference from a perpendicular arrangement of F and V vectors. When the collision angle is not equal to 0 
radians, the mechanical cost of the collision is either B) generative, wherein the force accelerates the CoM or C) 
absorptive, wherein the force decelerates the CoM.    
 
The forces associated with walking can be described individually per leg, or may be 
summed together to get a resultant component of force (Figure 4). Each study in this 
dissertation leverages the instantaneous interaction of force and velocity to describe 
collisions that occur throughout the stride, analyzing each instance (Figure 6A). Collisions, are 
 the source of mechanical cost and can be as abrupt as the impulsive redirections of CoM in 
inverted pendulum models or can be as subtle as the smooth redirection of CoM in a 
galloping horse (Ruina, Bertram, & Srinivasan, 2005). In most gaits, collisions are inevitable - 
they occur often and they are quantifiable. For walking, collisions are not simply the foot 
colliding with the ground; instead, collisions are accounted for in the way the body weight 
interacts with the legs moving in ways that limit the effects of gravity described in the first 
chapter. If mechanical cost in a given instance of the walking stride is not zero, where force 
and velocity are orthogonal to one another, then the collision is either generative (Figure 6B) 
A Vector Geometries Generative Cost B Absorptive Cost C 
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or absorptive (Figure 6C) (Lee & Harris, 2018). In the generative case, the reflected GRF exerts 
a force on the CoM that accelerates it forward (Figure 6B). The absorptive case does the 
opposite of generative collisions and slows the CoM from moving forward (Figure 6C). In 
either case, the magnitude of the vertical force (Fz) in relation to the weight of the mass in 
gravity, is either lifted or allowed to fall and will affect the upward or downward velocity 
vector trajectory (Figure 5).  
The mechanical cost analysis I describe is applied to the whole-body ground reaction 
forces in an effort to quantify the geometry of force and CoM velocity vectors, as well as the 
relationship between these two vectors in every instance of the stride. The vector geometry 
analysis thus determines a mechanical cost of transport profile for CoM movement dynamics 
that are a result of the interaction of the feet with solid ground (as opposed to compliant 
and/or dissipative substrates like soil and sand). I use the common approach of modeling the 
CoM as a point-mass to reduce a complex system – over 230 joints and more than 650 skeletal 
muscles – to a simple, one degree of freedom system. The simplicity of a point-mass system 
requires the assumption that ground reaction forces are directly coupled to the movement of 
the CoM, and is in-line with other simple point-mass models. In other words, any force vector 
not directly aimed at the CoM produces a torque that is assumed to be countered by muscle 
work and, thus resolves in CoM motion as if the force vector acted upon the mass directly. 
Expansion of this proposed mechanical cost analysis to a more complex model with more 
degrees of freedom is a natural future direction for this research; however, it is primarily 
important to assess proof of concept on the simple model system to better bolster the 
validity of this approach. 
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Measuring the mechanical cost of transport using the described mechanical cost 
analysis method relies on the angles of collision that occur throughout the gait cycle. 
Collisions in locomotion occur when ground reaction force and the CoM velocity trajectory 
are in a non-orthogonal orientation – collisions are inherent to legged locomotion, and can 
be quantified to determine how the measured mechanical (external) work economy 
compares to other locomotor systems. When force and CoM velocity vectors are orthogonal 
to each other, no collision occurs, and thus, no mechanical work is applied to the mass. As a 
result of no mechanical work loss or gain, the organism may maintain its speed and bearing. 
As the arrangement of force and velocity vectors moves away from perpendicular, the angle 
of collision becomes greater and thus results in greater mechanical work, and therefore, 
greater mechanical cost of transport. Mathematically, when collision angle (real-time, 
instantaneous measurement of force and velocity vector arrangement) and mechanical cost 
of transport (total mechanical power divided by velocity, body mass, and gravitational 
acceleration) are averaged over the walking stride, they are equivalent values. This 
mathematical equivalence allows for the time-varying collision angle dynamics to provide 
direct insight into the overall mechanical cost of transport required to maintain the 
movement of the CoM. Hypothetically, if one can alter how force and velocity vectors are 
arranged, they can affect the overall mechanical cost of transport. I test this hypothesis in 
multiple ways by measuring ground reaction force dynamics of people walking at different 





Mechanical cost analysis pipeline 
Custom code built in LabVIEW 15 (National Instruments, Austin, TX) was used as an 
analysis pipeline. Force plate data from each trial collected were extracted in “.csv” or “.txt” file 
format from Vicon Nexus 2.0 (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, United Kingdom) or BioWare 
(Kistler Instrument Corp., Novi, MI) and are read by the custom software pipeline as they are 
called by the user. The custom pipeline performs simultaneous calculations on the raw force 
data and outputs two separate files: 1) means and spatiotemporal data that may be used to 
assess the stride as a whole and 2) time-varying results that are subsequently analyzed for 
assessing the partitioned single- and double-support periods. Individual force plate kinetic 
data in all studies were recorded at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. Kinematic data from 
motion capture systems from Vicon or Qualisys systems were recorded at a frequency of 250 
Hz, but none of these data were utilized within the MCA pipeline.  
Force plate locations were calibrated prior to subject testing via physical 
measurements within the testing space and confirmed via retroreflective marker placement 
within the motion capture arena. The force plate data were organized according to the order 
of footfalls and every trial considered for analysis included three separate footfalls that 
occurred within the outer edges of the force plate. Center of pressure (CoP) was reported for 
each force plate and reflected the global position within the gait lab testing system. Fore-aft 
forces were utilized to determine the orientation of the GRF vector with respect to the 
horizontal direction of travel. Vertical ground reaction forces were utilized to determine 
accelerations and vertical oscillation of the body’s CoM (Figure 4) – the integration constant 
utilized for CoM initial position was determined by the assumption of zero vertical velocity at 
the peak of mid-stance in walking (Figure 2).  
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The stride is determined by approximating midstance through the integration of 
vertical force to determine whether the CoM was being accelerated upwards by the reaction 
force of the legs pushing on the ground, against gravity, or downwards, in the same direction 
of gravity, but not at the rate of free fall (9.81 ms-2). As the CoM approaches midstance, gravity 
slows the rate of ascent to its highest vertical position in the stride. We calculated mid-stance 
as the time point when half of the negative acceleration integration is achieved – for future 
studies the time point index of mid-stance can be computed in a number of ways: force angle 
assessment, kinematic analysis, accelerometer sensing, etc. Whichever method is found to be 
the most appropriate for the study and/or experimental data collection constraints, full-or 
half-stride cycles should be analyzed so that the dynamics can be repeated across trials and 
extrapolated across multiple stride cycles.  





The dimensionless speed metric employed in these studies is the Froude Number (√Fr). √Fr is 
commonly used in comparative studies because of dynamic similarity hypothesis described 
by Alexander (2004). Hereto forth considered “Dimensionless Speed,” the √Fr reports the 





where 𝑣'((( (ms-1) is the mean forward velocity, Lleg (m) is the mean length of the legs, g = 9.81 
ms-2 and is the acceleration of Earth’s gravity. 
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Once the stride is defined, the MCA pipeline commences and uses only the GRF data 
recorded from force platforms. The principle metric describing the mechanical cost of 
transport (CoTmech) of the stride is calculated as  
CoTmech =
∑ |𝐅 • 𝐕|0bcd
(𝑛 ∗ 𝑣'((( ∗ 𝑚 ∗ 𝑔)
	, 
where F is the resolved GRF across the force platforms and V is the CoM velocity vector 
throughout the stride – their dot product summed across the stride represents the 
mechanical power profile of the stride. In the denominator, n is the number of elements 
summed for mechanical power, vy is the average forward speed, m is mass, and g is the 
acceleration of gravity (9.81 ms-2). CoTmech is dimensionless and can thus be compared across 
systems of different masses and movements within accelerations other than that of Earth’s 
gravity. 
 Because each of the studies feature isolated footfalls, we are able to calculate the 
individual limbs cost of transport (CoTIL) in a similar manner to Donelan et al. (Donelan et al., 
2002b). The individual limbs component of the MCA is integral in understanding how 
mechanical cost is distributed between moving the CoM (as CoTmech) and the cost associated 
with the legs exerting opposing forces on one another (as CoTinter). within the walking stride. 
The denominator is the same for both CoTmech and CoTIL, but the latter considers the sum of 
the forces of the individual limbs’ interactions with the CoM velocity vector trajectory and is 
calculated as 
CoTIL =
(∑ |𝐅𝟏 • 𝐕|0bcd + ∑ |𝐅𝟐 • 𝐕|0bcd + ∑ |𝐅𝟏 • 𝐕|0bcd )
(𝑛 ∗ 𝑣'((( ∗ 𝑚 ∗ 𝑔)
. 
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The individual limbs component of the MCA is integral in understanding how mechanical cost 
is distributed within the stride because it allows for the computation of the inter limb cost of 
transport of the stride: 
CoTinter = CoTIL −	CoTmech. 
As stated before, the CoTinter quantity represents the mechanical cost associated with the legs 
pushing upon one another during the step-to-step transition of walking. During the double 
support periods of walking, the CoM is acted upon by both legs as the descent of the CoM is 
slowed and redirected upward by combined vertical forces of the right and left legs. Because 
one leg leads the CoM and the other lags behind it, there is a simultaneous braking and 
propulsion impulse applied to the CoM – for human walking, these simultaneous, opposing 
forces either support effective CoM redirections with minimal collisions, or non-effective 
costly ones with resultingly higher CoTmech.  
Partitioning the walking stride can only be achieved with force plate data from 
individual limbs (Figure 4). Recall that CoTmech is calculated with the completed stride 
dynamics in hand (average velocity, number of elements must be known). The collision angle 
(𝜙), on the other hand, can be measured throughout the stride and can thus be partitioned 
and is calculated via the inverse sine of the ratio of the dot product of F and V and the 
magnitudes of resolved force and velocity, 	
𝜙 = 	 sinDE
|F • 𝐕|
|𝐅||𝐕| . 
Additional calculations are made during the MCA to quantify how force and velocity vectors 
are arranged throughout the walking stride are made in similar manner. Force angle (𝜃) and 
velocity angle (𝜆) are each calculated as, 
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𝜆	 = 	 cosDE
V • 𝐛
𝐕 , 
respectively, where b is a plane parallel to the direction of travel. Using these instantaneous 
vector angles, we are able to track when each vector is rotating toward a lost cost 
arrangement or away from one. For any given arrangement of the independent vectors, there 
are two potential cases of collision, a minimal one, 
𝜙wb0 = x|𝜆| − |𝜃|x 
and a maximal one, 
𝜙w5y = |𝜆| + |𝜃|. 
And from these possible arrangements the actual collision, 𝜙, can be leveraged to determine 
the weighted-mean mechanical cost ratio, 
MCR =
∑||𝐅||𝐕| ∗ }𝟏 − 𝜙wb0𝜙 ~
∑(|𝐅||𝐕|) 	, 
which is weighted by the magnitude of force and velocity. The mechanical cost ratio is never 
less than zero because the actual collision angle can never be greater than the minimum 
collision angle possible; therefore, a ratio equal to zero means that force and velocity vectors 
are rotating toward a favorable orthogonal arrangement. On the other extreme, the 
mechanical cost ratio can never be greater than one - a scenario in which the minimum 
collision angle is equal to zero, but the vectors are rotated away from the zero-cost 
perpendicular arrangement of force and velocity. Values that fall between these two extremes 
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indicate that a more favorable arrangement of force and velocity is available, but the 
dynamics of the system are not able to ‘take advantage’ of that more favorable orientation 
likely due to mechanical constraints. 
The normalized units of the mechanical cost analysis I describe are specific to the mass 
and speed of the system under examination; in other words, the unit of measure for the 
mechanical cost of transport is dimensionless via the cancelation of the absolute mechanical 
work required to maintain the movement of mass over the distance covered in a stride in a 
field of gravity. I have applied this mechanical cost analysis to steady-speed walking and 
running gaits of various two-legged (bipedal) systems and the results are presented as 
dimensionless values that account for the leg length and mass of the test subject.  
The method I employ calculates mechanical cost, via the collision angle (Figure 8), in 
every instance of force measurement and is limited by how fast force data is recorded – for all 
of these studies, data were recorded at 1000 Hz. The results of these analyses are presented 
on a continuous interval scale where ‘0.00’ means that no mechanical power is required to 
maintain the velocity of the mass. Any dimensionless values greater than zero assert that 
mechanical work is done on the mass and that work is thus registered as mechanical cost of 
transport after accounting for the distance travelled by the CoM. As one might expect, 
mechanical cost is dynamic throughout the stride cycle – there are times when costs are low, 
and other times when mechanical cost is high. However, when mechanical cost is weighted 
by the magnitude of force and velocity for the measured time point and averaged across the 
stride, certain patterns of ground reaction force and resulting CoM motions are classified as 
having higher mechanical cost than others if there are frequent, high-amplitude instances of 
non-zero mechanical work done on the CoM throughout the stride. The quantitative nature of 
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the mechanical cost of transport is the guiding principle between comparing mechanical 
costs across subjects or within a subject locomoting at different speeds, or when they 
experience experimental manipulations to their locomotor system. For example, two of the 
human walking studies herein make comparisons between two different lower-limb 




Figure 7: Typical force and velocity angles across walking stride. The instantaneous force angle (dark gray) of 
walking maintains a saw-tooth patterns that is determined by the polarity of summed horizontal GRFs from heel-
braking and toe-pushing (see Figure 4). Velocity angle (orange) are dictated by the polarity of vertical velocity of 
the CoM as it oscillates up and down throughout the stride (see Figure 5).  
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Figure 8: Instantaneous collision angles throughout the walking stride. The actual collision angle (solid) is 
determined in every instance as the difference of force and velocity vectors from a perpendicular arrangement. 
The minimum collision angle is calculated as the absolute difference of the force and velocity vector angles. Green 
portions of the stride indicate when the actual collision is equal to the minimum collision. Yellow portions indicate 
an arrangement of vectors that is equal to the sum of the respective force and velocity vector angles.  
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Speed-dependent cost of human walking 
Abstract 
Humans walk more economically than other bipeds, including birds, non-human 
primates, and robots. While conventional models of bipedal walking identify single limb 
vaulting as a key feature, they do not adequately explain the dynamics of step-to-step 
transitions, where we redirect our center of mass by the combined action of two supporting 
limbs. This limits our basic understanding of walking and restricts designs that could, for 
example, allow bipedal robots to move economically at speeds used by humans. Here we 
show that humans achieve less costly dynamics than other bipeds, and then partition the 
stride into single and double stance to show how cost is reduced by orthogonal redirection of 
the center of mass. While the limbs work against one another during double stance, the net 
effect is to reduce the mechanical cost of transport by achieving a more nearly orthogonal 
downward to upward redirection — this effect is reproduced by a dynamic control strategy 
that targets orthogonal redirection. 
Introduction 
Within the animal kingdom, very few vertebrate animals move about using only two of 
their limbs (Gatesy & Biewener, 1991). Human walking is a bipedal solution to moving an 
animal’s CoM and has been under examination since Aristotle’s technical descriptions of 
marching hoplites (Schiehlen, 2011). Since then, force measurement techniques have 
amplified our abilities to determine how the forces exerted against the ground generate 
human walking gaits (Elftman, 1939). Using these methods, Cavagna et al. proposed a basic 
mechanism for walking gaits that capitalizes on the exchange of kinetic and potential energy 
and likening human walking dynamics to those of a rigid inverted pendulum (1977; Cavagna, 
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Willems, Legramandi, & Heglund, 2002). Subsequently, analytical models of rigid inverted 
pendulum motion have been applied to human locomotion to justify the walk-run transition 
speed (Hubel & Usherwood, 2013), predict walking gaits on the moon (Pavei, Biancardi, & 
Minetti, 2015) and mars (Cavagna, Willems, & Heglund, 1998), and to assess the mechanical 
cost of locomotion (Donelan, Kram, & Kuo, 2002a; Heglund, Fedak, Taylor, & Cavagna, 1982). 
It's important to note that human walking dynamics are recognized as being quite different 
from those of an inverted pendulum (McGrath, Howard, & Baker, 2015). The most notable 
departure of models from reality is the assumption of the step-to-step transition as an 
impulsive redirection of the CoM with massive force in a brief instant (Rebula & Kuo, 2015). 
This work-minimization strategy inherent to rigid inverted pendulum models subjugates all of 
the mechanical cost in human walking to double support and allows for cost-free vaulting 
phases from one inverted pendulum arc to the next (Adamczyk & Kuo, 2009; Donelan et al., 
2002a). 
Through the analysis of the external work on the CoM as people walk, we use vector 
geometry to quantify the mechanical cost of transport (CoTmech) dynamics of human walking. 
The analysis we present herein is an expansion to the collision-based analysis proposed by 
Lee et al. (2011; 2013). Mechanical cost analysis (MCA) assesses the geometric interaction of 
combined ground reaction force (GRF) vectors and the CoM velocity vector associated with a 
point-mass to quantify stride level instantaneous angles of force (q) and velocity (l), as well 
as, their dynamic arrangement, the collision angle (f). Donelan et al. suggested that resolved 
or combined limb force analyses underestimate the total mechanical cost to move the CoM 
during the step-to-step transition (Donelan et al., 2002b). Acknowledging this finding, the 
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walking strides we analyzed in this study feature force recordings from the individual limbs 
that work together to make walking possible. This methodology allows us to examine the 
dynamic geometries of force, velocity, and collision vectors of the stride in conjunction with 
independent roles of single- and double-support periods that makeup walking gaits. We test 
the hypothesis that the simultaneous opposing work performed on the CoM during double 
support periods reduces the overall CoTmech of the stride as a whole. We predict that the 
mechanism employed in the redirection of the CoM during the step-to-step transition is 
necessary to minimize collision losses through gradual CoM redirection over a period of time, 
rather than a single impulsive one in an instant, as all rigid inverted pendulum models must 
assume.  
Cavagna et al. had early observations on the orthogonal geometric arrangement of 
force and velocity throughout the human walking stride (1977) did not go unnoticed. Ruina et 
al. provided the impetus to propose collisional modeling as a strategy to explain the 
locomotor behaviors of animals, especially during the downward to upward redirection of the 
CoM (2005). Humans are irrefutably within the animal regime and indeed experience frequent 
collisions in all gaits. Noting this eventuality, the MCA approach we describe qualifies that 
collisions are responsible for mechanical energy expenditure; therefore, collision reduction is 
an appropriate and intuitive strategy to maintain a reasonable mechanical cost for the system 
in motion. This chapter considers the collision angle as an important metric that delineates 
mechanically costly walking speeds and techniques from those that are less mechanically 
costly.  
Of the extant animals, only select genera of birds and humans are constrained to use 
only their hindlimbs to accomplish a striding walking and running gaits (Hutchinson & Gatesy, 
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2001). For birds, two types of running gaits are possible, aerial and grounded running. The 
first is a style of gait that is convergent with human running gaits and is characterized by 
alternating limb contacts with aerial phases between footfalls (Alexander, 1992, 2004; D. V. 
Lee, Isaacs, Higgins, Biewener, & McGowan, 2014). Grounded running, on the other hand, 
features similar dynamics to its ballistic counterpart, but features at least one leg in contact 
with the ground throughout the entirety of the stride (Blickhan, Andrada, Hirasaki, & Ogihara, 
2018; Daley, Channon, Nolan, & Hall, 2016; Rubenson, Heliams, Lloyd, & Fournier, 2004). 
Walking, whether by humans or by birds, is accomplished using both limbs alternately, and 
each step is characterized by an M-shaped pattern of vertical force (Fz) that overlap during 
step-to-step transitions (Alexander, 2004; Nilsson & Thorstensson, 1989; Orendurff et al., 
2004). The overlap of force during the step-to-step transition is temporally matched to the 
lowest vertical position of the organism’s CoM. 
 
Table 1: Subject descriptions and relevant measurements for young, healthy volunteers with limbs in-tact.  
Subject Age (years) Body mass (kg) Leg length (m) Sex 
2 19 54.14 0.8505 Female 
3 23 55.96 0.8070 Female 
4 23 93.78 1.0282 Male 
5 22 99.79 0.9912 Male 
6 21 53.14 0.7848 Female 
7 20 67.01 0.9030 Male 
9 24 67.07 0.9461 Male 
10 23 64.71 0.8609 Female 
11 18 69.20 0.9300 Male 
12 19 71.36 0.8500 Female 
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Results 
Mechanical cost of transport for the walking stride 
Mechanical cost is driven by the orientation of the GRF and CoM velocity trajectory 
vectors. Considering these vectors independently with respect to the plane of travel that 
walking occurs within shows that the principle vectors responsible for locomotion are 
affected by walking speed. The force vector’s deviation from vertical increases linearly by 
195% from the slowest to the fastest walking speed (Figure 9) and is consistent with a greater 
distance between footfalls at higher speeds. The CoM velocity angles also increase linearly, 
but only by about 40% over the tested speed range (Figure 10), and are consistent with 
greater oscillation of CoM height as people walk at faster speeds. The CoTmech of the stride is 
approximated by the collision angle, which is affected by the orientation of force and velocity 
vectors in every instance in the stride. Because of the small angle approximation that is 
satisfied in measurements of human walking gaits, we qualify that the collision angle 
approximates CoTmech. The relationship of the average collision angle with walking speed 
shows a shallow quadratic trend that only increases appreciably at the fastest walking speeds. 
and this result is in stark contrast to the analytical solution of simulated inverted pendulum 
walking (Figure 3) proposed by Srinivasan et al. (2006). Our analysis suggests that mechanical 
cost does not increase as people walk faster – in other words, people can walk at moderate 
walking speeds without sacrificing mechanical economy. 
Despite significant increases in force and velocity angles with increasing speed for 
humans, CoTmech, measured by the collision angle, maintained geometries that are about half 
as extreme as the change in force (Figure 13). This result implies that humans employ a 
mechanism to conserve the interaction of force and velocity across the walking speed range. 
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In other words, most people required about the same or less mechanical power to maintain 
an intermediate walking as a slow walking speed. We quantified the extent of how collisions 
are mitigated in walking gaits by more frequent rotations of force and velocity vectors more 
nearly toward orthogonal arrangements. Across the human walking speed range, vectors 
rotated toward the perpendicular more frequently at intermediate and fast walking speeds. 
We explore this finding in subsequent studies as it may support a mechanical explanation for 
how humans maintain mechanical cost across slow and intermediate walking speeds. This 
vector rotation solution was in direct contrast to ostrich locomotion, wherein, at moderate 
human walking speeds, ostriches adopt grounded running gaits that favor collisions, and 
thus, vector rotations away from orthogonal arrangements.   
Because of the equivalence of collision angle to the CoTmech, we are able to partition 
the stride and use the instantaneous collision angles to determine mean collision angles for 
single support and double support periods, individually. Stride partitioning shows that 
double support is only about 40% more mechanically costly than single support at 
intermediate walking speeds – a result completely ignored by rigid inverted pendulum 
models (Figure 14). The differences in the collision dynamics between the support periods 
result from the variable nature of the step-to-step transition, where the front leg acts as a 
brake and the trailing leg pushes the CoM forward, simultaneously. Conversely, single 
support collisions tend to stay consistent through slow and intermediate speeds, but increase 




Figure 9: Weighted-mean force angle (radians) across the dimensionless speed range tested in this study. 
Scatterplot points report the force angle for individual strides and are color coded by subject. The mixed model fit 
considered the fixed effects of speed and speed2 and random effects of subjects and their interaction with speed. 
 
 
Figure 10: Weighted-mean velocity angle versus walking speed. A mixed model fit that considered the fixed effect 
of speed and the random effects of subject and their interaction with walking speed. Individual trials are color 
matched per subject and each point represents and individual trial. 
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Figure 11: Weighted-mean collision angle versus walking speed. A mixed model fit that considered the fixed effect 
of speed and the random effects of subject and their interaction with walking speed. Individual trials are color 
matched per subject and each point represents and individual trial. 
 
 
Figure 12: Individual limbs cost of transport (CoTIL) versus walking speed. A mixed model fit considered subjects 




Figure 13: Summary of mechanical cost analysis mixed model fits. Weighted-mean force angle (dark gray), velocity 
angle (orange), and collision angle (red) as functions of dimensionless speed.  
 
 
Figure 14: Percent of total work the walking stride partitioned by single- (blue) and double-support (red) periods. 
For this plot, walking speed was not considered and are lumped together. The mean values for each support 
period differed significantly (p<0.0001). 
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While CoTmech demonstrates a shallow relationship with walking speed, our accounting 
for individual limbs cost of transport (CoTIL) appears to show a dramatic linear increase with 
walking speed (Figure 12). This trend matches that of Donelan et al. and reveals that an 
increasing amount of individual limb power is exerted against the ground to achieve 
economical CoM movement (2002b). The difference between CoTIL and CoTmech accounts for 
all the inter-limb cost of transport (CoTinter). This interlimb cost increases with walking speed 
before plateauing at the highest walking speeds. The plateau portion of the CoTinter function 
aligns with the upward portion of CoTmech and shows that the opposing work done on the 
limbs during double support allows for a mechanically economical step-to-step transition. 
 In order to tease out whether humans actively employ a mechanism that aims to 
constrain the arrangements of force and velocity in an orthogonal way we utilize the 
mechanical cost ratio (MCR). The ratio of the actual CoTmech to the potential for mechanical 
cost produces the mechanical cost ratio. By leveraging the sum of the force and velocity 
angles measured in walking gaits against the arrangement of the two, measured by the 
collision angle, we can ascertain how well the bipedal human system reduces the CoTmech of 
dynamics that have a high potential for mechanical cost. This result indicates that people 
utilize a mechanism to take advantage of the heightened potential for mechanically costly 
gaits by arranging force and velocity in nearly orthogonal ways. 
We analyzed how the principle vectors of force and CoM velocity that dictate the 
CoTmech of the stride based on their orientation changed with walking speed. Force angles 
increased for both single and double support at the same rate as people walk faster. Single 
support force angles are always greater since the CoM swings across a large arc, while force 
angles in double support are lower due to the simultaneous opposing force of the legs 
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interacting with the CoM. CoM velocity vectors angles tell a different story; single support 
average velocity angle increase as people walk faster, while double support velocity angles 
decrease with faster walking. This result shows that people go through greater changes in 
CoM height in single stance at faster speeds, while double support periods get flatter as the 
angle approaches 0. 
Discussion 
In human walking, the redirection of the CoM from falling to rising occurs during 
double support phases of the stride. During this step-to-step transition, the magnitude of the 
resolved vertical force of the two limbs interacting with the ground at the same time is the 
highest. The large vertical force is expected since gravity must be overcome and people must 
create enough space between their CoM and the floor to cycle their limbs. In conjunction 
with a combined vertical force, each limb also exerts simultaneous and opposing propulsive 
and braking forces with the toe-off and heel strike, respectively. The balance of these forces, 
in terms of force magnitude, is unsurprisingly connected as the trailing limb forces ebb and 
the leading leg forces flow as people progress from step-to-step. The resolution of this 
generative and absorptive relationship allows for a relatively smooth redirection of the CoM 
while both limbs are on the ground and reveals a combined effort that is arguably less costly 
than a single impulsive redirection. We see a direct importance of this relationship and 
postulate that the geometric interaction of forces from the legs and CoM velocity trajectory 
directly account for collisions that occur throughout all support phases of the walking stride. 
Acknowledging this interplay between the two principal vectors of force and velocity results 
in collisions that have mechanical cost and, therefore, allows us to quantify how single 
support and double support periods contribute to the overall CoTmech of the stride. Quick 
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consideration of inverted pendulum dynamics reveals that force and velocity should be 
normal to one another throughout the single support periods of walking and would result in 
0.00 cost. Since single support is mechanically free, this leaves double support responsible for 
all the mechanical cost of the stride, and this cannot be true. The mechanical cost analysis we 
propose herein accounts for the combined effect of the limbs on the CoM as the stride 
progresses, while considering how single- and double-support periods contribute to the 
overall CoTmech of walking at the observed speed.  
We argue that collision geometries in this study are a proxy for the external work or 
the mechanical work done on the body’s CoM. The collision-based approach we use assesses 
the angle between the resolved and CoM velocity vectors. The resulting angle provides a 
normalized interaction of force and velocity while fulfilling the requirement for comparative 
analyses within a subject, across populations, and across genera. Our method features 
controls for individual variation through dimensionless metrics and can be used to contrast 
different experimental treatments while providing direct insight into how power, or the rate 
of work, is modulated throughout a stride through geometric interactions rather than 
through Watts per unit of mass. In human walking, negative power is considered absorptive 
and positive power is considered generative. The mechanical cost analysis we employ 
considers only non-zero powers; however, the sign of the power can be easily determined via 
anterior-posterior force analysis, future work can capitalize on this differential accounting for 
positive and negative mechanical costs since this mechanical work is driven by contractile 
muscle fibers that perform differently when they are recruited for generative power versus 
absorptive power. Methods that feature this style of differential accounting would be more 
focused on how mechanical costs relate to metabolic costs. 
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Our analysis puts into perspective the major goal of locomotion: move the CoM with a 
reasonable mechanical economy using the available limbs. The human solution to this 
problem utilizes the hind limbs of the tetrapod body plan to support locomotion. Human legs 
support our body weight and cycle through various arrangements to achieve movement. We 
show that these limb arrangements work in tandem to move the CoM in a way that is 
economical whether people walk at slow and moderate speeds. The concept of orthogonal 
constraint of force and velocity vectors drives how CoTmech remains largely unchanged across 
walking speeds, especially when considering how both force and velocity angles vary with 
walking speed. The orthogonal arrangement of these vectors is a favorable one and can be 
achieved in human walking through the alignment of resolved limb forces to be 
perpendicular to the trajectory of the CoM as it oscillates up and down while moving in a 
largely forward direction. Moderate speed gaits capitalize on being mechanically economical 
despite a higher potential for being mechanically costly. Therefore, humans have a justified 
reason to walk at speeds that are not slow, but are limited in how fast they can walk 
sustainably, since the mechanisms that promote mechanically economical gaits begin to 
become less effective.   
Methods 
Subjects 
Ten healthy young adults aged 19 to 24 years and ranging in mass from 53 to 100 kg 
took part in this study (Table 1). Each person gave informed consent and the University of 
Nevada-Las Vegas Institutional Review Board approved all data collection procedures. 
Volunteers were given the opportunity for ample rest between walking speeds and the total 
procedure from start to finish per subject was no greater three hours. 
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Force measurement 
Participants walked atop a 10 m long trackway instrumented with three serially 
mounted force platforms (AMTI Optima Force Plates: OPT464508-1000 and GEN5 signal 
conditioners; Watertown, MA, USA). Since faster walking speed conditions required longer 
step lengths, the force plates could be mounted with variable spacing between them. Each 
participant’s collection featured a rest period where the subject would leave the testing area 
and the force plates were adjusted to accommodate longer or shorter stride lengths for faster 
or slower walking speed conditions, respectively. Conditioned data from the force plates were 
collected and organized in file management software along with representative motion 
capture data to confirm foot placement within Vicon Nexus 2.0 (Vicon Motion Systems, 
Oxford, United Kingdom) – none of the kinematic data were used in the mechanical cost 
analyses and were only used for presentation and visual reference. 
Experimental procedure 
Each subject walked at prescribed steady speeds that were paced by a waist height 
LED light string that ran parallel to the trackway. The LED light array was controlled via a 
programmable microcontroller (Arduino UNO, Italy) and displayed a target pace that cycled 
colored lights that matched the desired walking speeds examined for this study. The 
dimensionless speed metric employed in this study is the Froude Number (√Fr) and is used as 





where 𝑣'((( (ms-1) is the mean forward velocity, Lleg (m) is the mean length of the legs, g = 9.81 
ms-2 and is the acceleration of Earth’s gravity. The five target speeds chosen for each 
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participant in this study were √Fr equal to 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. The speed range used in 
this study encompasses nearly the entire range of walking speeds that people are capable of. 
Subjects completed a minimum of ten steady speed walking trials for each of five prescribed 
speed conditions. Subjects provided strides that began with either the right and left foot. The 
experimenters visually confirmed the subject’s constant forward velocity and full foot 
placement on each of the three force plates to be considered a successful trial. Every 
successful trial provided three consecutive steps from which a single stride could be cropped 
and analyzed. Cropping was performed via custom software built in LabVIEW 15.0 (National 
Instruments, Austin, TX) and was designed to signal the start of the stride when the 
integration of vertical GRF was equal to ½ and the CoM vertical velocity was approximately 0 
ms-1 during midstance of the first step. The stride end index was also determined in this ½ 
integration of vertical GRF manner during the midstance of the third step. After cropping, a 
stride consists of 5 partitionable phases: 1) the second half of single support, 2) a full double 
support, 3) a full single support 4) a full double support, and 5) the first half of single support 
(Figure 2). This method ensures a full interpretation of the events leading up to the step-to-
step transition, as well as the events that follow.  
Steady speed was confirmed through post-hoc analysis of each trial through the 




where F is the resolved GRF vector, a is a vector that is purely vertical. A fore-aft impulse angle 
that was between ±0.015 radians indicated minimal net acceleration or deceleration of the 
analyzed stride. From a speed perspective, these net accelerations determined by impulse 
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angle throughout the stride were within 15% of the average forward velocity – the 
distribution of these data was approximately normal with the highest concentration of trials 
at 0% net acceleration, while 95% of all the collected trials fell within ±10% of the average 
forward velocity. From the screening method to control for steady speed gaits, individual 
trials were excluded if they exceeded the aforementioned impulse angle limit of ±0.015 
radians. The resulting ‘steady speed’ is reported for each trial from as the CoP moved across 
the force platforms beneath the subject’s CoM divided by the time taken to cover that linear 





In addition, trials with greater than 1.5% difference from body weight after integrating 
vertical force applied to the force platforms were excluded from the analysis – the distribution 
of these data show a high concentration around 0%, small deviations from 0% were 
acceptable because there were statistically significant differences in the cost analysis outputs 
when considering the effect of body weight support over the stride. Lateral impulses (forces 
exerted on the CoM from right and left) were not considered in this analysis since they 
generally contributed to less than 5% of the overall dynamics of walking and the recorded 
motion was planar, but were utilized to discern right and left foot strikes within a stride via 
force impulse integration around fore-aft plane of travel (y-component). Future 
studies/analyses should consider this cost to account for three dimensional mechanical costs 





The data were organized in R (Vinet & Zhedanov, 2011) by subject ID and included the 
dimensionless speed of the trial, force angle, velocity angle, collision angle, mechanical cost 
ratio, CoTIL, CoTmech, CoTinter, and mass-specific power of the stride. Force, velocity, and collision 
angles and the collision fraction are reported for the whole stride, for single support periods, 
and for double support periods. MANCOVA constructs for the whole stride, single support 
periods, and double support periods confirmed that each response variable co-varied 
independently from the other response variables. The MANCOVA results allow for 
independent linear mixed modeling of the effect of walking speed on each of the response 
variables that resulted from our MCA analysis.    
After confirmation that dependent response variables were suitable for independent 
assessment, I used JMP (Version 14.1.0., SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, 1989-2020) to apply 
statistical models that would best describe how each response varied with walking speed. 
Initially, simple regressions were plotted between speed and each of the responses to 
understand how they varied around least squares regression (LSQR) linear fits. In general, 
residuals from linear regressions revealed a curvilinear scatter of responses around the LSQR 
fit. Transformations of the responses did not rectify this curvature, but consideration of the 
effect of speed as quadratic produced evenly distributed residuals – this approach is less 
conservative (due an increase in the model complexity), but does improve the interpretation 
of speed effects on each of the response variables for these and future studies. Linear and 
quadratic fits and associated F-tests that suggest linear fits are seemingly more appropriate; 
however, plots of the resulting residuals from these fits show non-homogenous distributions 
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around the model fit and therefore, polynomial model fitting was considered appropriate 
when residuals had a curvilinear fit. 
We used JMP, R and a mixed modelling package “lme4” (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & 
Walker, 2018) to perform linear mixed models. The fixed effects in the models included 
dimensionless walking speed and its square to elicit coefficients for polynomial functions 
between response variables (CoTmech, Force angle, etc.) and walking speed. In cases where the 
squared term coefficient was non-significant and a quadratic function did not model the data, 
only the linear speed effect was considered in the model. Random intercepts for subjects, as 
well as a random interaction (slopes) with both the linear and squared (when significant) 
speed effect terms. The justification for this statistical design stemmed from observations of 
people walking that show each individual has conserved trends with the effect of walking 
speed and those trends would be difficult to predict for a random subject sampled from a 
similar population as was examined for this study. 
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Orthogonal constraint shapes the mechanical cost of human walking 
Abstract 
Terrestrial animals are faced with the challenge of locomotion using finite leg contacts 
— and this constraint is most severe in bipedal gaits, where no more than two contacts are 
possible in a given stride. Understanding the dynamics that permit humans and other bipeds 
move economically has been a topic of research for centuries and often assumes rigid legs 
that exchange kinetic for potential energy as an inverted pendulum. The foundational tool we 
apply to understand mechanical cost of transport is d’Alembert’s principle of orthogonal 
constraint, which states that the work to redirect a mass is zero when force and velocity 
vectors are kept orthogonal. This approach shows how humans are able to walk faster and 
more economically than other bipeds, including birds, robots, and simple models. Humans 
maintain a relatively constant mechanical cost of transport as walking speed increases by 
more nearly approaching an orthogonal relationship between force and velocity vectors. In 
contrast, ostriches transition to grounded running — a bouncing gait with vector rotations 
away from orthogonality during half of the stride — at speeds corresponding to the middle of 
the human walking speed range. Understanding dynamic strategies used by bipedal humans 
and birds can inform the design and control of legged robots, robotic prosthetics, and 
assistive devices — and can also guide the interpretation of structure-function relationships 
in the limbs of fossil hominins and non-avian theropods. 
Introduction 
Humans are the only obligate bipedal striders amongst mammals and human-like 
bipedal walking appeared in our ancestors at least 3.6 million years ago (Latimer & Lovejoy, 
1989; Raichlen, Pontzer, & Sockol, 2008), whereas features associated with endurance running 
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in Homo appeared approximately 1.8 million years ago (Carrier, 1984; Bramble & Lieberman, 
2004). Birds and plus extinct non-avian theropod dinosaurs originating at least 230 million 
years ago (Martinez et al., 2011), however, represent an enormous diversity of bipedal striders. 
Humans and birds use similar relative stride lengths, stride frequencies, and durations of foot 
contact during walking at the same dimensionless speeds (Gatesy & Biewener, 1991), hence, 
humans and birds are dynamically similar in the sense of Alexander (1977). However, from the 
perspective of center of mass dynamics, the gait strategies used at slow yet ecologically 
important speeds below a Froude number or dimensionless speed of one remain 
incompletely understood. To more fully understand bipedal walking dynamics, we consider 
the instantaneous relationships of force and velocity vectors that determine the mechanical 
cost of transport — the work required to move the body weight a unit distance.  
Results 
By calculating a dimensionless mechanical cost of transport (CoTmech) the walking 
dynamics of humans can be broadly compared with those of birds, bipedal robots, and 
theoretical walking models. Across the full range of walking speeds, humans maintain a 
relatively constant CoTmech, whereas cost increases dramatically across the range of walking 
speeds for other bipedal systems (Figure 15). Human CoTmech is a shallow ‘U-shaped’ quadratic 
function of speed, with only a slight increase at the fastest speeds (Figure 15). CoTmech for 
walking humans reaches a minimum, of about 0.06, at slow to intermediate speeds, and it 
increases by only about one-third at the fastest speeds, considering a range of dimensionless 
speeds from 0.25 to 0.65 (corresponding to 0.7 to 1.9 ms-1 for the average subject). However, 
CoTmech increases by two- to ten-fold across this speed range in other bipedal systems.  
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Ostriches provide a key comparison to humans because they are the only extant 
bipedal striders that approximate the body mass and leg length of humans. Our comparative 
data show that ostriches walk with a CoTmech similar to that of humans at dimensionless 
speeds of 0.35 (Figure 15), which is just above the typical dimensionless walking speed used 
by ostriches in the field (Daley et al., 2016). Metabolic cost of transport is, likewise, similar in 
ostriches and humans within this speed range (~0.20 at a dimensionless speed of 0.35 — 
Bastien et al., 2005; Watson et al., 2011). Both metabolic and mechanical costs of transport 
have been shown to increase linearly as ostriches walk faster (Rubenson et al., 2004). 
 
 
Figure 15: Mechanical cost of transport as a function of dimensionless speed in humans and ostriches, compared 
with simple walking models and economical walking robots. None of the gaits include an aerial phase and all are 
defined as walking, except grounded running by ostriches (dashed blue line). Simple walking models are 
simulated up to their ballistic limits, where an aerial phase is introduced between steps.  
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Human walking can also be compared with the most economical bipedal robots to 
date: a passive dynamic walker, Dynamite (McGeer, 1990), and two powered dynamic walkers, 
Cornell Biped (Collins & Ruina, 2005) and Cornell Ranger (Bhounsule et al., 2014). These 
dynamic walking machines achieve a CoTmech similar to that of humans but are not able to 
walk any faster than half the speed of typical human walking (Figure 15). Dynamic walking 
robots embody an inverted pendulum (IP) model by vaulting over a rigid leg during single 
support. However, they accomplish the step-to-step transition using elliptical feet and active 
‘toe-off’ in robots designed with actuated ankle joints (Collins & Ruina, 2005; Bhounsule et al., 
2014).   
Existing walking models capture some aspects of single stance vaulting, yet they 
provide fundamentally different walking solutions than those used by bipedal animals. Two 
simple models of bipedal walking, the IP model (Cavagna, Saibene, & Margaria, 1963; Kuo, 
2001) and the bipedal spring-loaded inverted pendulum (BSLIP) (Geyer, Seyfarth, & Blickhan, 
2006), have been used to interpret experimental studies of walking (Cavagna, Heglund, & 
Taylor, 1977; Lipfert et al., 2012) and to inform the design and control legged robots (McGeer, 
1990; Collins et al., 2005; Renjewski et al., 2013; Hubicki et al., 2016). The IP model typically 
considers the step-to-step transition as an impulsive event, wherein the center of mass is 
redirected from downward to upward instantaneously. We simulated the IP model at step 
lengths used by humans and show that CoTmech is low at slow speeds, yet increases rapidly — 
approximately as the square of speed, as in an impulsive IP model (Kuo, 1999). The theorized 
ballistic limit of the IP at a dimensionless speed of ~0.71 (Usherwood, 2005) is a consequence 
of vaulting over a rigid leg with too much tangential velocity to remain on a circular arc. 
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A second, and more recent, conceptual model of walking, the BSLIP, is increasingly 
used to model the dynamics of walking on compliant legs (Lipfert et al., 2012; Andrada et al., 
2013). It differs from the IP model in that it has compliant (spring-loaded) legs and explicitly 
models the dynamics of double support during the step-to-step transition, which is governed 
by the compression and angle of each leg spring. We simulated the BSLIP and found that 
CoTmech is similar to that of the IP model at the slowest dimensionless speed, 0.25, but rapidly 
increases to its ballistic limit at a dimensionless speed of 0.44 (Figure 15). The relatively low-
speed ballistic limit of the BSLIP is due to vertical oscillations excited by the leg springs. 
Both of these simple models are widely used to investigate experimental data and to 
inspire the design of bipedal robots, but each has notable limitations in their ability to match 
the dynamics of human walking, particularly at moderate to fast speeds. To overcome these 
limitations and to investigate the unique economy of human walking, we instead apply 
d’Alembert’s (1743) principle of orthogonal constraint to examine the center of mass 
dynamics of human walking across the full range of walking speeds, and within single- and 




Figure 16: A human walking stride cycle, including single-support (SS) and double-support (DS) periods. Time-
varying parameters are (a) vertical and fore-aft ground reaction forces, which sum between left and right feet 
during DS (red lines); (b) vertical oscillations of the CoM; (c) angles defined the force vector with respect to the 
vertical axis (𝜃) and velocity vector with respect to the fore-aft axis (l); (d) collision angle (𝜙, the absolute deviation 
of l and 𝜃 from perpendicular) and the minimum collision angle (𝜙wb0, the smallest deviation from perpendicular 
given the relative magnitudes of l and 𝜃). In every instance of the stride, l and 𝜃 will either rotate toward 
orthogonal (e., green regions) or away from orthogonal (f., yellow regions). Mechanical cost ratio (MCR) is 
determined by 𝜙 and 𝜙wb0 in every instance of the stride. 
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We recorded the ground reaction forces (GRFs) acting on the center of mass (CoM) 
during a complete walking stride using a series of three force platforms to separately measure 
force on each limb (Figure 16a). A walking stride is defined from mid-stance to mid-stance of 
the same limb, thereby comprising two single- and double-support periods — and two 
complete downward to upward oscillations of the CoM (Figure 16b; Methods). CoM dynamics 
of a given walking stride are quantified by calculating the instantaneous angle of the force 
vector (𝜃) from the vertical axis and the instantaneous angle of the velocity vector (l) from 
the fore-aft horizontal axis (Figure 16c; Methods). The zero crossings of the force vector angle 
(𝜃) correspond with switching from braking to propulsion during single support and from 
propulsion to braking during double support, while the zero crossings of the velocity vector 
angle (l) correspond with upward-to-downward redirection of the CoM during single support 
and downward-to-upward redirection of the CoM during double support. 
Mechanical cost of transport is determined by the angles of force and velocity vectors 
with respect to one another, specifically by their deviation from perpendicular, which we call 
the instantaneous collision angle 𝜙 (Figure 16d; Methods). In the idealized case of orthogonal 
constraint, force and velocity vectors remain perpendicular in every instance — and a point-
mass is redirected with zero mechanical work. However, maintaining orthogonal constraint 
requires: 1) that l and 𝜃 be of equal magnitude and 2) that they rotate in the same direction. 
Therefore, the mechanical cost of redirecting the CoM can be conceptualized as the 
combined effect of a difference in magnitude between l and 𝜃 and the rotation of force and 
velocity vectors either toward or away from orthogonality. The collision angle is the deviation 
of l and 𝜃 from perpendicular, but the difference in magnitude between l and 𝜃 determines 
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the minimum possible collision angle, 𝜙wb0 , that can be achieved in a given instance (Figure 
16d).  
Using 𝜙 and 𝜙wb0 , we define a new metric: mechanical cost ratio (MCR), which 
expresses how closely a legged system meets orthogonal constraint for a given l and 𝜃. In 
any instance of the stride, 𝜙 is minimized when velocity and force vectors rotate toward the 
orthogonal (Figure 16e); in contrast, 𝜙 is maximized when velocity and force vectors rotate 
away from the orthogonal (Figure 16f). Hence, MCR depends on the collision angle achieved 
and the minimum collision angle achievable: MCR = 1 - (𝜙wb0/	𝜙). An MCR of zero indicates 
that orthogonal constraint was met as nearly as possible given the difference in magnitudes 
of l and 𝜃, whereas an MCR between zero and one indicates anti-orthogonal rotation of these 
vectors. Vector rotation can only be toward or away from orthogonal, so one of these two 
cases will be true in every instance of the stride. 
For humans walking at moderate speeds, MCR approaches zero during most of the 
walking stride (Figure 16d, green regions), however, MCR is greater than zero whenever force 
and velocity vector rotations are anti-orthogonal (𝜙 > 𝜙wb0  (Figure 16d, yellow regions)). 
Anti-orthogonal rotation occurs near the middle of single- and double-support periods where 
the CoM is redirected from upward to downward or downward to upward, respectively 
(Figure 16b). In both single- and double-support, anti-orthogonal rotation happens because 
velocity angle switches direction before force angle switches direction (Figure 16c).  
The observation that force angle lags velocity angle during both single- and double-
support can be related to musculoskeletal factors. For example, slower walking speeds delay 
ankle plantarflexion and propulsive power production by the soleus muscle (Neptune, 
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McGowan, & Kautz, 2009; Neptune, Sasaki, & Kautz, 2008; Silverman et al., 2008). Because it 
shifts propulsive force later in the stride cycle, this functional constraint would tend to delay 
the switch from braking to propulsion during single support and, by prolonging propulsion, 
delay the switch from propulsion to braking during double support. Faster walking speeds 
and longer strides can potentially alleviate such constraints during single- and double-
support, thus decreasing MCR (Figure 17b,c). Hence, the musculoskeletal anatomy of our 
ankle and foot may get in the way of CoM oscillations during slow walking, yet enable fast 
walking by decreasing MCR to mitigate mechanical cost through more frequent instances of 




Figure 17: Weighted-means of collision angle (F), minimum possible collision angle (Fmin) and mechanical cost 
ratio (MCR) for (a) the whole stride, (b) single support and (c) double support periods of the walking stride. Scatter 





F is greater during double- than single-support, indicating that the greatest average 
mechanical cost is during the step-to-step transition (Figure 17b,c), however, 60% of the work 
to redirect the CoM occurs during single support and 40%, during double support because it 
represents only about one-quarter of the stride period (Figure 14). Examining partitioned 
stance phases of the stride also shows that double support is relatively costly at slow walking 
speeds (Figure 17c). Double support is, thus, driving the shallow U-shaped relationship seen 
in F, which is equivalent to CoTmech, for the whole stride (Figure 17a and Figure 15). As speed 
increases, a monotonic decrease in MCR keeps mechanical cost of transport relatively 
constant across the human walking speed range. Hence, walking economy is improved at 
faster speeds by better synchronization of the switch from propulsion to braking with the 
redirection of the CoM from downward-to-upward during double support.  
Our comparative data from ostriches include walking at dimensionless speeds 
between 0.35 and 0.50 (about 1.2 m/s on average) and grounded running at dimensionless 
speeds between 0.60 and 1.0 (about 2.2 m/s on average, which corresponds to a twelve-
minute mile). Freely moving ostriches transition between these gaits at dimensionless speeds 
between 0.50 and 0.58 (Daley et al., 2016) — falling well within the human walking speed 
range. In fact, humans routinely walk at dimensionless speeds greater than 0.60 in large cities 
(Bornstein & Bornstein; 1976) or when a mix of walking and jogging is required to cover a 
distance in a set time (Long & Srinivasan, 2013). Compared with the dimensionless speeds 
between 0.45 and 0.50 typically used by humans in daily activities, ostriches observed in an 
open field most often walk at dimensionless speeds of only 0.29 (Figure 18). 
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Comparing MCR between humans and ostriches shows a marked difference in gait 
strategies used at dimensionless speeds (or Froude numbers) below one. Ostriches increase 
MCR by an order of magnitude from 0.05 during walking to around 0.50 during grounded 
running (Figure 18). The latter value is near one-half because force and velocity vectors show 
orthogonal rotation as the leg compresses in the first half of the running step and anti-
orthogonal rotation as the leg rebounds in the second half of the running step. In contrast to 
running, the gait strategy used by ostriches and humans during walking drives MCR close to 
zero by adhering as nearly as possible to d’Alembert’s principle of orthogonal constraint. This 
fundamental difference makes MCR generally useful for distinguishing bouncing gaits such as 
running, hopping or trotting, from those that target orthogonal constraint.  
Humans are able to walk fast with a lower mechanical cost of transport than other 
bipedal systems. Partitioning human walking strides into single- and double-support shows 
that the mechanical cost of transport is greatest in events of the step-to-step transition during 
double support, although this brief period represents only 40% of the work to redirect the 
center of mass during a stride (Figure 14). As walking speed increases, the costliest dynamics 
of the stride are mitigated by reducing the mechanical cost ratio, primarily in instances of 
double support to more nearly approach orthogonal constraint (Figure 17). This dynamic 
strategy improves economy by redirecting the center of mass with less work per unit distance 
traveled. Bringing d’Alembert’s principle of orthogonal constraint to bear on legged robotics 
and prosthetics might ultimately allow engineered solutions to surpass the economy and 




Figure 18: Mechanical cost ratio as a function of dimensionless speed for humans (black) and ostriches (blue) 
during walking; and for grounded running of ostriches (open circles). Vertical bands indicate preferred walking 
speeds of ostriches (Daley, 2016) and humans (0.48 reference or my civil engineering paper). Regression lines are 




Comparative dynamics of walking with a passive unilateral prosthesis 
Abstract 
Passive foot-ankle prosthetics with appropriate geometries and mechanical 
compliance can help people with lower limb amputations achieve effective and economical 
walking gaits, yet differences to typical human walking persist with virtually all prosthetic 
designs. We recruited subjects with unilateral transtibial amputation wearing a lightweight 
walk-run prosthesis and used a series of force platforms to determine their walking dynamics 
and mechanical cost of transport compared with control subjects. Our analysis shows similar 
mechanical costs of transport (i.e., cost to redirect the CoM) and inter-limb costs of transport 
(i.e., cost due to work done by the limbs against one another during the step-to-step 
transition) between the two groups of subjects. Nonetheless, partitioning the stride reveals 
that subjects using a prosthesis incur greater cost during single-support and less cost during 
double-support. Both subject groups show an inverse relationship between mechanical and 
inter-limb costs of transport, and a least-squares model normalized to speed shows a 
significantly more negative slope in subjects using a prosthesis. Hence, for every unit increase 
of inter-limb cost, the mechanical cost of the step-to-step transition is mitigated more 
effectively by subjects using a prosthesis. Control subjects, however, achieved faster speeds 
with the same inter-limb cost of transport. Despite increased single-support costs, subjects 
using a prosthesis achieved the same mechanical cost of transport as control subjects 
through improved efficacy of inter-limb dynamics during the step-to-step transition. This may 
represent a compensatory tradeoff, wherein the contralateral limb sacrifices single-support 
function to achieve an effective interaction with the prosthetic heel and toe during the step-
to-step transition, and/or a change in contralateral single-support dynamics to adapt to 
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functional constraints of the prosthesis during single-support. Subjects using a prosthesis 
show more bilateral cost asymmetry than control subjects, as observed during both single- 
and double-support periods. Analysis techniques that partition stride dynamics into separate 
support periods can be used in a comparative approach to identify basic functions of the 
human foot and ankle during walking, as well as to inform the design of passive and powered 
foot-ankle prosthetics. 
Introduction 
Over one million persons with transtibial amputations worldwide use foot-ankle 
prosthetics designed to serve the mechanical function of the lower limb (Houdijk et al., 2009; 
NSHA, 2017; Silverman & Neptune, 2012). Whether prosthesis design is based purely on 
clinical experience (Gardinier, Kelly, Wensman, & Gates, 2018; Highsmith et al., 2016) or 
informed by biomechanical studies (Fey, Klute, & Neptune, 2011; Quesada, Caputo, & Collins, 
2016), the wearer ultimately determines how the mechanical properties of the prosthesis are 
used to achieve an effective walking gait. Measuring the efficacy of these gait solutions says 
something about the appropriateness of the prosthetic design, but also tells us which 
dynamical strategies are targeted by walking humans given the constraints of the prosthesis 
and its interaction with the rest of the body.  
Lower limb exoskeletons have been used as experimental perturbations to 
understand, for example, the relationship between plantar flexor power and metabolic cost 
during walking (Collins et al., 2015; Farris, Robertson, & Sawicki, 2013). This experimental 
approach can be extended to the use of foot-ankle prosthetics that intrinsically modify the 
mechanical function of the lower limb during walking. While exoskeleton experiments modify 
the function of an intact limb, prosthetics completely replace foot and ankle function with 
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passive elastic mechanisms. Here we consider how a passive foot-ankle prosthesis interacts 
with the contralateral limb in subjects with unilateral transtibial amputation compared with 
control subjects with limbs intact. Our analysis holds potential to improve our understanding 
of walking dynamics and especially interactions between limbs during the step-to-step 
transition. In addition, this basic knowledge can help inform the evolution of the foot and 
ankle in hominins and might ultimately provide the most powerful approach to improving 
prosthetic design and control.  
Simple models of human walking dynamics are not immediately transferrable to 
principles of foot-ankle design. For example, the well-known inverted pendulum model 
(Cavagna et al., 1977; Usherwood, Szymanek, & Daley, 2008) assumes that a walking leg is 
rigid during ground contact, and thus prescribes a circular arc of the CoM that represents a 
four-fold greater vertical oscillation than is measured during human walking (C. R. Lee & 
Farley, 1998). The leg deflections used by humans to achieve such a shallow trajectory were 
explained in terms of knee and ankle kinematics in the middle of the last century and 
substantiates the conclusion that human legs are not rigid struts (Saunders, Inman, & 
Eberhart, 1953). Stemming from these observations, a second simple model, the bipedal 
spring-loaded inverted pendulum (BSLIP), uses conservative springs to emulate the leg 
deflections observed during human walking, but this model is completely passive and does 
not consider motor units in series with the springs (Geyer et al., 2006). 
Clinical data from persons with below-the-knee amputations has shown, 
overwhelmingly, that solid ankle cushioned heel (SACH) prosthetics result in asymmetric 
(Moore, 2016; Torburn, Powers, Guiterrez, & Perry, 1995) and metabolically costly (Czerniecki 
& Morgenroth, 2017; Herr & Grabowski, 2012) walking solutions. Compared to the traditional 
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and more rigid prosthetics, foot-ankle prosthetics with dynamic ankle and foot components 
have been shown to reduce the metabolic cost of walking by persons with unilateral 
amputation (Zelik et al., 2011). Nonetheless, users of a dynamically compliant foot-ankle 
prosthesis exploit elastic energy storage in a way that can produces asymmetrical walking 
gaits (Adamczyk & Kuo, 2015). Tuning the direction, magnitude, and/or timing of deflection in 
the prosthetic foot-ankle remains a key challenge in prosthetic design (Adamczyk & Kuo, 
2015; Moore, 2016; Silverman et al., 2008). 
With the goal of analyzing walking dynamics with a prosthesis that approximates 
human foot-ankle function, we chose a compliant foot-ankle prosthesis, Cheetah® Xplore  
(Össur, Reykjavik, Iceland) that combines a c-shaped carbon fiber “shank” and “forefoot” 
spring with a cantilevered carbon fiber “heel” spring (Figure 19). The residual limb socket is 
directly adhered to the carbon fiber shank of the prosthesis that extends distally away from 
the body to function as the forefoot spring (Figure 19).  The hybrid, walk-run prosthesis was 
designed by a clinician who joined the heel spring of walking prosthesis to a running one. 
This lightweight foot-ankle prosthesis emulates the heel-strike and subsequent push-off, with 
a reportedly smooth “break-over” between these two phases of foot contact (Hafner, Halsne, 
Morgan, & Davidson, 2018). We compared five males with no amputations to a group of five 
males using the Cheetah Xplore as a walking limb. We hypothesized that: 
1) Users of a prosthesis with heel and forefoot compliance will achieve walking solutions 
with mechanical cost of transport similar to those of control subjects 
2) Prosthetic heel braking and forefoot propulsion against the contralateral limb during 
double support will result in inter-limb cost of transport that is similar to controls 
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3) The passive compliance of the heel- and forefoot-spring will limit the adaptability of 
leg deflection and leg force during step-to-step transitions – hence, bilateral 
asymmetries in mechanical cost will be greater for prosthesis users than asymmetries 
in control subjects  
4) Bilateral asymmetries in mechanical cost during single support will be greater 
between the prosthesis and the contralateral limb of prosthesis users than between 
the right and left limbs of control subjects.  
 
 
Figure 19: Össur’s Cheetah® Xplore schematic. The residual limb is fit with a customized ‘socket’ that is 
subsequently adhered to the carbon fiber ‘shank’ of the prosthesis. In contact with the floor are the c-spring 
‘forefoot’ and a leaf spring ‘heel’ that extends posteriorly. A foam sole unites the separate pieces and a foam heel 







While metabolic cost of transport is the gold standard for determining the economy of 
gait, the calculation cannot adequately address when and how costs are incurred throughout 
the walking stride. Measurement of the mechanical cost of transport (CoTmech), on the other 
hand, offers the advantage of partitioning the mechanical cost between different phases of 
the stride. We consider the mechanical cost of redirecting the CoM in every instance of the 
stride. This analysis first measures force and velocity vectors of the CoM throughout the 
walking stride, then calculates the angular deviation of these two vectors from perpendicular 
(i.e., zero mechanical power) to provide an instantaneous metric – collision angle, 𝜙, which 
approximates CoTmech when averaged over the stride period. Furthermore, we partition single- 
and double-support dynamics to determine CoTmech during these periods. The step-to-step 
transition occurs during double support, wherein the CoM is redirected from falling to rising. 
To address bilateral symmetry, transitions from prosthetic-toe to contralateral-heel and 
contralateral-toe to prosthetic-heel can be compared. Likewise, prosthetic and contralateral 
single support periods can be compared. By characterizing these phases of the gait and 
investigating prosthetic constraints on bilateral symmetry, we can better understand the 
interaction of the heel and toe during the step-to-step transition. In combination with this 
approach, we use the Individual Limbs Method (Donelan et al., 2002b), to determine the 
additional cost of work done by the legs against one another during the step-to-step 
transition. Ultimately, this method is useful in unveiling particularly costly periods within the 
stride that influence the overall CoTmech. Upon identifying costly and/or asymmetrical 
dynamics, their mechanisms can be addressed through modifications of the foot-ankle 
prosthesis to adjust forces and foot-ankle deflections that achieve smooth redirection of the 
CoM during both single- and double-support periods of the walking stride. 
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Methods 
Five males with below-the-knee-amputations on one-side of their body are included in 
this study (Table 2). Each volunteer had at least 6 months experience using the Cheetah® 
Xplore (Össur, Reykjavik, Iceland) walk-run prosthesis. Each subject was provided informed 
consent in both English and German languages and the testing procedure was approved by 
the Ethics Commission of TU Darmstadt. On the testing day, subjects were instructed to walk 
along on a 10 m long walkway instrumented with five consecutive Kistler 9260AA force 
platforms (Kistler Instrument Corp. Novi, MI, USA). A set of five walking speeds from slow to 
fast were prescribed with an overhead projector that displayed a repeating speed progression 
for each volunteer to follow. Ten right and ten left leg centered strides were collected at each 
of the four prescribed speeds for a total of 80 trials per subject. The speeds we prescribed 
were calculated using the square root of the Froude number (√Fr) as a dimensionless speed. 
The dimensionless speeds prescribed ranged from 0.3 – 0.6, and the range of speeds we 
analyzed in this study ranged from 0.8 to 1.67 ms-1; the collected speeds were slower than 








Table 2: Subject descriptions for humans with single-side below-the-knee amputations using the Cheetah Xplore 
prosthesis and for the control population.  
Subject Prosthesis limb Age (years) Body mass (kg) Leg length (m) 
2 Left 68 92.2 0.987 
3 Right 52 97.4 0.865 
5 Left 32 99.8 1.005 
6 Left 42 70.6 0.940 
7 Right 52 100.2 0.955 
Cohort Means: 49.2 92.0 0.950 
4C Control 23 93.8 1.028 
5C Control 22 99.8 0.991 
7C Control 20 67.0 0.930 
9C Control 24 67.1 0.946 
11C Control 18 69.2 0.930 
Cohort Means: 21.4 79.4 0.965 
 
Force plate locations were calibrated prior to subject testing via physical 
measurements within the testing space and confirmed via retroreflective marker placement 
within the motion capture arena. The force plate data were organized according to the order 
of footfalls and every trial considered for analysis included three separate footfalls that 
occurred within the outer edges of the force plate for the center plate. Center of pressure 
(CoP) was reported for each force plate and reflected the global position within the gait lab 
testing system. In the event that two force platforms shared a footfall, component forces for 
each plate contacted were summed and CoP was transformed across the plates. Fore-aft force 
(Fy) components were utilized to determine the orientation of the ground reaction force (GRF) 
vector with respect to the horizontal direction of travel. Vertical GRFs (Fz) were utilized to 
determine accelerations and vertical oscillation of the body’s CoM. Lateral forces (Fx) were not 
considered in this sagittal plane of analysis of human walking, but should be considered in 
future studies. 
Custom code built in LabVIEW 15 (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) was used as 
an analysis pipeline. Force plate data from each trial were extracted in “.csv” or “.txt” file 
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format from BioWare (Kistler Instrument Corp., Novi, MI, USA) and were read by the custom 
software pipeline as they are called by the user. The custom pipeline performs simultaneous 
calculations on the raw force data and outputs two separate files: 1) parameterized results 
that may be used to assess the stride as a whole and 2) time-varying results that are 
subsequently analyzed for assessing the partitioned single- and double-support periods. 
Individual force plate kinetic data in all studies were recorded at a sampling frequency of 
1000 Hz. The stride was determined by approximating midstance through the integration of 
vertical force to determine whether the CoM was being accelerated upwards by the reaction 
force of the legs pushing on the ground, against gravity, or downwards, in the same direction 
of gravity, but not at the rate of free fall (9.81 ms-2). As the CoM approaches midstance, gravity 
slows the rate of ascent to its highest vertical position in the stride. We calculated mid-stance 
as the time point when half of the negative acceleration integration is achieved – for future 
studies the time point index of mid-stance can be computed in a number of ways: force angle 
assessment, kinematic analysis, accelerometer sensing, etc. Whichever method is found to be 
the most appropriate for the study and/or experimental data collection constraints, full-or 
half-stride cycles should be analyzed so that the dynamics can be repeated across trials and 
extrapolated across multiple stride cycles.  
The collected trials were screened for steady speed and trials were excluded from the 
analysis when excessive braking or propulsion was measured. Impulse angle measured the 
scaled acceleration for each trial and is calculated as, 







where tstart and tend are the start and stop of the stride indices, F is the resolved GRF vector, and 
a is a vertical plane parallel to the acceleration of gravity. The inverse cosine of this geometric 
relationship produces an angular result that can describes the overall acceleration of the 
stride - values greater than 0.015 radians were excluded from the final analysis. Overall, these 





where CoPy is the center of pressure location of the GRF along the length of the trackway and 
t is the time index associated with the start and end timepoints of the stride. Knowing that 
the body is accelerated both upwards and downwards throughout the stride, we confirmed 
that an average of one body weight was supported throughout the walking stride and these 
values were no greater than ± 2% of the subject’s body weight. 
Results 
Mechanical cost of transport (CoTmech)  
Persons with unilateral amputation using the Cheetah Xplore prosthesis and the 
control subjects completed walking strides with a similar CoTmech (i.e. cost to redirect the CoM) 
(Figure 20). It should be noted that the maximum dimensionless walking speed of subjects 
using a prosthesis was 0.55 (~1.7 ms-1) versus 0.64 (~1.94 ms-1) in control subjects. For 
prosthesis users, CoTmech was lowest at a dimensionless speed of 0.43 (~1.4 ms-1) and 
intersected with the consensus line of CoTmech of controls at moderate walking speeds 
(Figure 20B). The effect of subject is highly significant in both groups (p<0.0001), as is the 
interaction of subject with dimensionless speed (p<0.008). For example, the seemingly 
greater CoTmech at slow speeds for subjects using a prosthesis is attributable to subjects 3, 5, 
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and 7, whereas subjects 2 and 6 both walk with a CoTmech equal to or less than that of the 
mixed model consensus for control subjects (Figure 20B).  
Partitioning CoTmech between single- and double-support periods of the walking stride 
revealed significant differences between controls and the prosthesis users. Single support 
costs for prosthesis users varied significantly with walking speed (ANCOVA, p=0.04) and were 
17% to 50% higher than the single support CoTmech for controls across the speed range (Figure 
20D). Double support CoTmech dynamics showed that the cost for prosthesis users varied 
differently than the mixed model for controls; both functions were U-shaped, but the 
mechanical cost for prosthesis users to redirect their CoM during the step-to-step transition 
was up to 33% lower than the control subjects (Figure 20F).  
Inter-limb cost of transport (CoTinter)  
Subjects using the Cheetah Xplore prosthesis incurred an inter-limb cost of transport 
(CoTinter) equivalent to that of control subjects. However, CoTinter tended to increase 
monotonically in subjects using a prosthesis, whereas control subjects approached a plateau 
at dimensionless speeds above ~0.45 (Figure 21). In all subjects, CoTinter increases substantially 
with walking speed and indicates that greater work per unit distance traveled of the legs 
against one another is required as humans walk at faster speeds. Because CoTinter is 
determined by the difference between the point-mass model with a single, resolved GRF 
acting on the CoM and the individual limbs model considers the separate GRFs of each limb 
acting on the CoM, CoTinter quantifies the mechanical cost inherent to simultaneous 
propulsion and braking during the step-to-step transition. The net increase of CoTinter with 
speed contrasts with the U-shaped function seen for CoTmech (Figure 20). The relationship of 






Figure 20: Mechanical cost of transport for A) control subjects and B) subjects using a prosthesis. Partitioned single- 
support CoTmech for C) controls and D) prosthesis users and double support CoTmech for E) controls and F) prosthesis 
users. Mixed model fits (thick lines) are shown for control subjects (black) and subjects using a prosthesis (red). 
Scatter plots for individual subjects are color-coded and include best least squares regression quadratic fits (thin 
lines) for comparisons between subjects and the mixed model results for the respective groups (thick lines). 
 






Figure 21: Inter-limb cost of transport for A) control subjects and B) subjects using a prosthesis. Mixed model fits 
(thick lines) are shown for control subjects (black) and subjects using a prosthesis (red). Scatter plots for individual 
subjects are color-coded and quadratic fits (thin lines) are shown. 
 
Mechanical cost ratio (MCR) 
  The mechanical cost ratio (MCR), quantifies divergence from orthogonal constraint 
for a given difference in between force and velocity vector magnitudes (see Methods). MCR 
decreases with increasing dimensionless speed for both prosthesis users and for control 
subjects (Figure 22). The mixed-model consensus lines are nearly equal in slope for subjects 
using a prosthesis (b= –0.258 ± 0.242; p=0.0007) and control subjects (b= –0.277 ± 0.081; 
p<0.0001), indicating increasing orthogonality of force and velocity vectors at faster walking 
speeds for both populations. Despite this similarity, subjects using a prosthesis show 
substantially greater variance in both slope and intercept of this relationship (Table 3). 
Subject 2, for example, has the lowest MCR amongst subjects using a prosthesis, and no 
significant change in MCR with walking speed, indicating similar CoM dynamics across the 
speed range (Figure 22B). Nonetheless, both subject groups decrease MCR with speed, which 
will act to attenuate increases in CoTmech as walking speed increases. 







Figure 22: Mechanical cost ratio for A) control subjects, B) subjects using a prosthesis, C) double- and D) single-
support MCR for subjects using a prosthesis. Mixed model fits are shown for control subjects (black) and subjects 
using a prosthesis (red). Scatter plots for individual subjects are color-coded and linear fits (thin lines) are shown. 







Double support MCR for prosthesis users Single support MCR for prosthesis users   
Control Subjects Prosthesis Users  A B 
C D 
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Table 3: Whole stride Mechanical Cost Ratio (MCR) slopes and intercepts for control subjects and subjects using a 
prosthesis. Bold values indicate coefficients that are significantly different from 0. 
Subject MCR slope ± 95% CI p-value 
MCR intercept 
± 95% CI p-value 
4C -0.365 ± 0.047 <0.0001 0.214 ± 0.022 <0.0001 
5C -0.187 ± 0.048 <0.0001 0.168 ± 0.020 <0.0001 
7C -0.230 ± 0.052 <0.0001 0.148 ± 0.023 <0.0001 
9C -0.255 ± 0.032 <0.0001 0.195 ± 0.015 <0.0001 
11C -0.323 ± 0.031 <0.0001 0.222 ± 0.012 <0.0001 
2 0.025 ± 0.045 0.275 0.032 ± 0.019 0.0013 
3 -0.505 ± 0.046 <0.0001 0.298 ± 0.017 <0.0001 
5 -0.217 ± 0.040 <0.0001 0.186 ± 0.016 <0.0001 
6 -0.234 ± 0.042 <0.0001 0.137 ± 0.017 <0.0001 
7 -0.355 ± 0.040 <0.0001 0.231 ± 0.016 <0.0001 
 
Relating mechanical and inter-limb costs of transport (CoTmech & CoTinter) 
 For both populations, an increase in CoTinter corresponded with an equal or greater 
decrease in CoTmech, as shown by reference lines with a slope of negative one (Figure 23) – 
noting that these are isolines for the sum of mechanical and inter-limb cost, which is equal to 
cost determined by the Individual Limbs Method (Donelan et al., 2002b; Methods CoTIL). The 
dimensionless speed gradient for control subjects shows a slope that is substantially steeper 
than negative one, indicating movement to a lower isoline for summed cost as CoTinter 
increases (Figure 23A). In contrast, subjects using a prosthesis tend to track the isolines more 
nearly (Figure 23B), suggesting limited efficacy of inter-limb dynamics that reduce the CoTmech 
as effectively compared with control subjects. Prosthesis users had a significantly greater 
intercept with CoTmech than controls, 0.29 versus 0.26, respectively (Student t-test, p=0.03). 
The relationship between CoTmech and CoTinter for a given walking speed had a slope of -1.65 ± 
0.11 (Figure 24). Subjects using prosthetics had higher CoTmech at slow speeds, and this is 
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again evidenced by the increased intercept and more negative slope when compared to 




Figure 23: Regression of CoTmech & CoTinter for A) control subjects and B) subjects using prosthetics. Contour 
profiles include ten, non-smoothed speed bins with values delineated in the figure legend. Black lines are isolines 









Dimensionless Speed Dimensionless Speed 
Control Subjects Prosthesis Users  A B 
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Figure 24: Regression of speed normalized CoTmech & CoTinter for control subjects and subjects using prosthetics. 
Whole stride: A) & B), single support C) & D), and double support E) & F). Least squares linear fit are shown for 





Bilateral symmetry of collision angle 
 Analysis of single- and double-support periods of the walking stride revealed that 
mechanical costs are asymmetrical in their distribution between the prosthesis limb and the 
contralateral limb when compared to the more symmetrical distributions seen in control 
subjects (Figure 25, Figure 26, Figure A35, & Figure A36). The speed effect on these 
partitioned dynamics tended to produce linear functions with walking speed that are 
described statistically in Table 4 and Table 5. To better ascertain how speed affected these 
cost asymmetries in both subject populations, we subtracted the 1st double support period’s 
mean collision angle result from the collision result of the 2nd double support period of the 
stride. The double support asymmetries for control subjects were largely consistent across the 
speed range and the mean collision angle difference between right and left limbs did not test 
significantly different from 0 across the speed range for most subjects (Figure 25A & Table 4). 
Each of the prosthesis users, on the other hand, experienced significant effects of walking 
speed on asymmetry (ANCOVA: p<0.02) and, across the speed range, we noted significant 
departures from 0 asymmetry in mechanical cost (p<0.05, Figure 25B).  The mean collision 
angle measured in the 1st and 2nd double support periods of each stride for each subject 
revealed that three of the prosthesis users had more costly transitions from the prosthesis to 
their contralateral leg, while the other two subjects had more costly transitions from their 
sound limb to prosthesis side (Figure 25B & Table 4). The results were mixed on whether it 
was costlier to transition from prosthesis to sound limb or vice-versa, but within a subject, 







Figure 25: Collision asymmetry in double-support periods for A) control subjects and B) prosthesis users across the 
speed range. The limb at the center of the stride is denoted in the figure legend. Collision asymmetries for 
prosthesis users were much more susceptible to speed effects (p<0.02) and all diverged significantly from 0 (grey 
bands). Asymmetries greater than 0 suggest that when the center limb is braking during double support, the 
interaction is costlier than when it is the propulsive toe-off limb. 
 
 
Table 4: ANCOVA for double support asymmetry as a function of walking speed. Regression models were fit 
linearly (quadratically for subject 3) and tested whether double support asymmetries varied across the speed 
range. Bold values indicate a significant ANCOVA result that asymmetry varied with walking speed. 
Subject Left limb center Right limb center 
4C F(1,33)=13.69 ; p=0.0008 F(1,25)= 2.26 ; p=0.1456 
5C F(1,27)= 1.92 ; p=0.1770 F(1,31)= 0.04 ; p=0.8487 
7C F(1,24)= 0.92 ; p=0.3453 F(1,28)= 0.45 ; p=0.5068 
9C F(1,33)= 0.05 ; p=0.8168 F(1,29)=11.08 ; p=0.0024 
11C F(1,30)= 3.70 ; p=0.0640 F(1,27)= 8.04 ; p=0.0087 
Subject Prosthesis Center Contralateral Limb Center 
2 F(1,25)=30.01 ; p<0.0001 F(1,25)=62.15 ; p<0.0001 
3 F(2,47)= 7.76 ; p=0.0012 F(2,31)=13.01 ; p<0.0001 
5 F(1,47)=32.51 ; p<0.0001 F(1,47)= 8.60 ; p=0.0052 
6 F(1,34)=17.05 ; p=0.0002 F(1,27)=25.68 ; p<0.0001 
7 F(1,36)=44.32 ; p<0.0001 F(1,27)= 10.04 ; p=0.0087 
Control Subjects A 
Prosthesis Users  B 
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Control Subjects 
Because this study featured stride collections that alternated right- and left-centered 
strides, we directly compared the full single support mechanical cost dynamics of stride 
periods when the prosthesis was the center step to when the sound limb was at the stride’s 
center (Figure 26). For controls, the mechanical cost dynamics were similar between left and 
right leg centered strides (Figure 26A). The comparisons across the speed range showed more 
costly dynamics when the prosthesis was utilized for the center step for four subjects, while 
the other two experience costlier dynamics when their sound limb was the center step 
(Figure 26B). For all prosthesis users, there was a significant increase in cost of the sound 





Figure 26: Single-support mean collision angle comparisons across walking speeds for A) controls and B) 
prosthesis users. The limb at the center of the stride is denoted in the figure legend for each subset. Prosthesis 
users varied in single support collisions on the prosthesis, and each had a significant increase in costs when the 
sound limb was centered. ANCOVA results are provided in Table 4. 
A 
Prosthesis Users  B 
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Table 5: ANCOVA of single support mean collision angle as a function of dimensionless speed for right and left 
limbs of control subjects and between the prosthesis and contralateral limbs for prosthesis users. Bold values 
indicate significant functions with walking speed and correspond to the plots in Figure 26. 
Subject Left Limb Center Right Limb Center 
4C F(1,33)= 0.22 ; p=0.6402 F(1,25)= 0.96 ; p=0.3368 
5C F(1,27)=70.19 ; p<0.0001 F(1,31)=71.90 ; p<0.0001 
7C F(1,24)= 2.92 ; p=0.1007 F(1,28)= 0.12 ; p=0.7258 
9C F(1,33)=144.5 ; p<0.0001 F(1,29)=63.67 ; p<0.0001 
11C F(1,30)= 2.21 ; p=0.1478 F(1,27)= 11.78 ; p=0.0020 
Subject Prosthesis Center Contralateral Limb Center 
2 F(1,25)= 3.17; p=0.0873 F(1,25)= 45.96; p<0.0001 
3 F(1,49)= 7.52 ; p=0.0085 F(1,39)= 39.07 ; p<0.0001 
5 F(1,47)=22.03 ; p<0.0001 F(1,47)=66.67 ; p<0.0001 
6 F(1,34)= 0.02 ; p=0.8781 F(1,27)=78.19 ; p<0.0001 




We’ve shown in these comparisons of walking dynamics between men using a 
dynamic passive prosthetic and men with no amputations that the overall CoTmech does not 
greatly differ between the two groups across the walking speed range (Figure 20B). 
Partitioning CoTmech revealed that prosthesis users experience costlier dynamics during single 
support periods across the entire speed range (Figure 20D). The upward shift in single 
support cost resulted in less costly dynamics than controls at moderate to fast walking speeds 
(Figure 20F). This finding reveals a major difference in cost distribution across the walking 
speed for the two cohorts and warrants further examination for potential advantages and 
disadvantages to these contrasted walking solutions. Mechanistically, it seems that prosthesis 
users utilize a dynamical walking solution that features increasing CoTinter with increasing 
walking speed in a similar manner to that of control subjects (Figure 21B). Noting this 
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constraint in light of the CoTmech differences between the two groups, it is possible that inter-
limb cost can either be purposed in reducing the mechanical cost required to redirect the 
CoM from down to up, or inter-limb cost non-effective in reducing the cost to move the CoM 
and is simply a consequential cost to pass the body mass from one leg to the next. The latter 
scenario is more likely if inter-limb work is mistimed or mismatched to CoM velocity dynamics 
and we surmise that this is the case for the prosthesis users whom are using a bionic limb that 
is not connected to their nervous system.  
Since human walking is achieved through the combined effort of the legs, the cost 
associated with the limbs pushing against one another (CoTinter) must be considered to garner 
a better understanding of how mechanical cost is purposed at different walking speeds. Our 
analysis is capable of determining the proportion of the individual limbs cost of walking that 
is associated in moving the CoM and what proportion is utilized for opposing limb work 
during the step-to-step transition. We show that control subjects were notable in their ability 
to reduce the cost to move the CoM through a seemingly more effective use inter-limb cost 
that is purposed to reduce the mechanical cost to move the CoM compared to the prosthesis 
users (Figure 23). The inverse relationship between CoTmech and CoTinter normalized by walking 
speed gives insight into how the individual limbs contribute to the mechanical cost 
associated with moving the CoM in each group of subjects (Figure 24). Because lower limb 
prosthetic devices are typically tuned for intermediate speeds, the higher costs at slow 
speeds were expected because slow speed walking dynamics do not deflect the passive 
springs enough to provide sufficient body weight support and staying out of the way of the 
CoM; therefore, this prosthesis constraint likely resulted in a higher intercept of CoTmech during 
single support periods for prosthesis users than controls (Figure 21D). 
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The increase in CoTinter with walking speed is an important feature in maintaining more 
perpendicularly arranged vectors during the step-to-step transitions of the walking stride, 
and this is evidenced by decreasing MCR for both groups of subjects (Figure 22). The 
congruent strategies demonstrated in both populations resulted in force and CoM velocity 
vector dynamics that were increasingly more orthogonal in their relationship. When we 
analyzed double- and single-support MCR dynamics between the two populations we 
noticed higher variance within the prosthetic users, suggesting that this population may 
demonstrate more variable solutions to managing the distribution of CoTmech throughout 
the walking stride (Figure 22C & Figure 22D).  
Further partitioning of CoTmech into right and left limb dynamics throughout the 
walking stride revealed that mechanical costs of walking are distributed more asymmetrically 
throughout the stride for prosthesis users than for control subjects (Figure 25 & Figure 26). 
These asymmetries in cost across the walking stride has the potential to yield the same overall 
CoTmech results for the two populations, and clearly shows that the prosthetic users adjust 
their walking gait in a way that differs from control subjects (Figure 20, Figure 25, & Figure 26). 
Double support asymmetries between the two populations revealed that transitions from 
prosthesis to contralateral limb and vice versa became either more or less asymmetrical in 
their distribution across the speed range and depended on the individual subject (Figure 24B 
& Table 4). This finding supports previous reports that prosthetic devices cause people with 
amputations to experience a higher rate of acute and chronic injuries from repeated 
compensations during walking gaits than controls (Askew, McFarlane, Minetti, & Buckley, 
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2019; Fey, Klute, & Neptune, 2013; Segal et al., 2012). Our analysis technique demonstrates 
that a potential source for injury lies within these asymmetrical mechanical cost distributions.  
Applying this analysis technique and its findings to clinical and research studies has 
the potential to influence the array of both passive and active foot-ankle designs. For an 
individual prosthesis wearer, it may be possible to quantitatively ascertain how the person 
interacts with their prosthesis and mitigate potentially harmful compensations through 
interventions such mechanical tuning and rehabilitative gait training and coaching. 
Continued comparative analyses in the manner described of systems different in physiology 
and/or mechanical operation should help to establish mechanical cost symmetry targets for 















Walking dynamics with powered versus passive foot-ankle prosthetics 
Abstract 
 We examined walking dynamics of two men using their traditional, passive prosthesis, 
and then a prototype robotically actuated prosthesis across a range of walking speeds. We 
analyzed the gaits using a mechanical cost analysis and portioned the mechanical cost of 
transport between the single- and double-support periods of the stride. The two subjects had 
12% and 17% lower mechanical cost of transport compared to their passive counterpart and 
one subject was able to walk at faster speeds effectively. Using the powered prosthesis, both 
subjects were able to exert significantly higher inter-limb work on the center of mass during 
the step-to-step transition, and this conferred the significant decrease in overall mechanical 
cost of transport. Partitioning across the stride revealed that double support CoTmech was 20% 
lower when the volunteers used the powered prosthesis versus their conventional device. 
Surprisingly, there were no significant effects of the powered prosthesis on single support 
CoTmech. These findings support the argument for powered robotic technologies as a viable 
alternative to passive prosthetics from a mechanical cost of transport perspective. We believe 
that powered devices promote more efficient step-to-step transitions than their passive 
counterparts. Future studies should implement these analytical results as control principles in 








 We’ve demonstrated the mechanical cost of transport differences across the walking 
speed range for young adults with intact limbs and compared these results to men with 
amputations using a hybrid walk-run prosthesis. Between passive prosthesis users and 
controls, there are clear differences in the walking dynamics generated by the two groups. 
The two major differences include 1) a shift of mechanical cost of transport (CoTmech) dynamics 
away from costly double support periods and proportionally more costly single support 
periods and 2) asymmetries in mechanical cost dynamics between the prosthesis limb and 
the contralateral limb. These contrasting dynamics between the two populations are likely 
due to the interaction of the user with the machine. Additionally, the prosthesis dynamics at 
one walking speed may be more or less effective at a different speed. To address these issues, 
foot-ankle prosthetics need to have adaptability to different dynamics based upon the 
physical needs of its user, and with regard to the substrate the prosthesis is interacting with. 
Robotic prosthetics feature microprocessor controlled algorithms and on-board 
sensors that are programmed to sense walking dynamics and emulate the function of the 
foot-ankle complex (S.K. Au, Bonato, & Herr, 2005; Herr & Grabowski, 2012). Powered 
prosthetics often feature compliant structures, similar to, but stiffer than compliant 
components found in passive foot-ankle prosthetics (Hitt, Sugar, Holgate, Bellman, & 
Hollander, 2009; Ward, Sugar, & Hollander, 2011). The aim of this study is to show how 
different prosthetic systems, specifically robotically actuated foot-ankle prosthetics, affect 
human walking gait. Through better understanding of biological systems and their behavior 
in the presence of engineered machines, we can glean insight into the locomotor strategies 
of the organism, as well as, the operation of bionic mechanical additions. With this renewed 
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understanding of human walking we can approach restorative walking solutions with 
empirically driven techniques that address the mechanics of inherent to our primary mode of 
locomotion.  
Methods 
This study compares and contrasts the human walking gait dynamics of two men with 
below-the-knee amputations walking with a conventional, passive foot-ankle prosthesis 
(Figure 27A), and then an alternative powered prototype (Figure 27B; Table 6). By varying 
prescribed walking speeds, we are able to analyze the whole-body dynamics of the bionic 
system (user + prosthesis) to quantitatively measure the user’s walking gait solutions that 
result from the user’s interaction with each of the devices. The mechanical cost analysis (MCA) 
described in the previous chapters will again provide the quantifiable metrics of CoM motion 
and ground reaction force dynamics across walking speeds and between the passive and 
powered prosthetic conditions. The passive prostheses utilized by subjects were their 
personal, everyday use devices: Modular III foot (Össur, Reykjavik, Iceland) and Soleus foot 
(College Park, Warren, Michigan, USA; Figure 27A) (Table 6). The prototype microprocessor-
controlled robotic foot-ankle prosthesis utilized in this research was developed by 
SpringActive Inc., Tempe, Arizona, USA (Figure 27B). The powered prosthesis is controlled by 
an on-board microprocessor that employs a speed-adaptive control of the mechanical ankle 
joint (Grimmer et al., 2016; Sugar, 2011). Subjects were prescribed a range of walking speeds, 
and alternated between right- and left-centered strides as they walked over three recessed 




Figure 27: A) Passive prosthesis (Soleus) condition and B) powered prosthesis condition for Subject 10 analyzed in 
this study. Retroreflective markers are affixed to the subject for kinematic tracking – these data are not included 
in this analysis. The battery power supply for the powered prosthesis is affixed to the waist at belt level.  
 
The powered prosthesis features motors, stiffer springs, microprocessors, and 
electrical/battery components that add mass to the subject wearing it. For subject 15, he 
carried an additional 3.79 kg (8.33 lbs.) of added mass compared to when he wore the 
traditional non-powered prosthesis (Table 6). The added mass difference for subject 10 while 
wearing the Odyssey was 1.12 kg (2.46 lbs.) (Table 6). The powered prosthesis used in this 
study is designed to provide a powered plantarflexion that more than offsets the weight of 
the device, whilst supporting the power profile of human walking and running dynamics – an 
8 to 10-fold difference in vertical force magnitude between these gaits. 
Unfortunately, we collected a truncated data set for subject 10 due to software 
malfunction that was not discovered until after the walking trials were completed; therefore, 
interpretations of the data are slightly incomplete. Overall, the differences between the two 
devices per subject were significant, but there is clearly a gap in center limb analysis of the 
results generated in this study.  
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Table 6: Subject anthropomorphic measurements and passive and powered prosthetic treatment descriptions.   












10 31 Right 0.907 Soleus (College Park) 84.56 85.75 
15 59 Right 0.915 Modular III (Össur) 86.23 90.02 
 
Results & Discussion 
Mechanical cost of transport 
 A statistical model was constructed that consider the fixed effects of each subject, 
walking speed, prosthetic treatment, and the interactions between all of the constructs. 
Within the statistical model that considered speed and subject effects, subjects 10 and 15 
experienced a respective 12% and 17% reduction in CoTmech when using the robotic powered 
foot-ankle prosthesis, producing an overall 14% reduction of CoTmech with the powered 
prosthetic (Tukey HSD, p<0.0001). Visualizing the function of CoTmech across the walking speed 
range for both subjects reveals that the greatest reductions occurred at intermediate walking 
speeds between 0.43 and 0.6 (Figure 28). We also note that subject 10 was able to achieve 
faster walking speeds when using the powered prosthesis versus his passive one (Figure 28). 
Subject’s 15 CoTmech was about 10% lower than subject 10 (Student’s t-test, p<0.0001).  
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Figure 28: CoTmech as a function of walking speed for two prosthesis users. The passive foot-ankle prosthesis 
condition (blue) and powered prosthesis condition (red) are contrasted for each subject. Scatter points represent 
individual walking trials and quadratic functions are the best least squares fit.  
 
Comparisons of the mechanical cost ratio (MCR) between the powered and passive 
prostheses for both subjects reveals a stark contrast in vector rotation dynamics (Figure 29). 
For Subject 10, the MCR was significantly lower at moderately fast walking speeds, but was 
notably higher at the slowest and fastest walking speeds. Subject 15 revealed more 
orthogonally rotated vectors at slow walking speeds before converging with the vector 
rotation dynamics of the powered prosthesis. These results reveal contrasting solutions to 
force and velocity vector rotations inherent to the walking gait. Admittedly, the MCR results 
for these studies had more variance than noted in the previous two studies. Asymmetry in 
dynamics between sound limb and prosthesis would contribute significantly to the MCR 
observations we report here.  
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Figure 29: Mechanical cost ratio of the stride as a function of walking speed for two prosthesis users. The passive 
foot-ankle prosthesis condition (blue) and powered prosthesis condition (red) are contrasted for each subject. 
Scatter points represent individual walking trials and quadratic functions are the best least squares fit. 
 
Inter-limb cost of transport 
 Within the same statistical model as described above, CoTinter increased significantly 
for both subjects across the speed range (ANCOVA, p<0.0001; Figure 30). The powered 
prosthesis condition promoted significant average increase of 46% over the passive devices 
for both subjects (Tukey HSD, p<0.0001). CoTinter showed a similar plateau at fast walking 
speeds (~2.0 ms-1) that is similar to control subjects in the previous studies (Figure 21). This 
result further bolsters our previous findings that inter-limb cost of transport is an effective 
mechanical cost reduction mechanism that smooth the redirection of the CoM from down-to-
up during the step-to-step transition. The plateau at fast walking is an interesting limitation 
that might be explored further with bilateral robotic prostheses or exoskeleton 
augmentations technologies (Ding et al., 2016). 
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Figure 30: CoTinter as a function of walking speed for two prosthesis users. The passive foot-ankle prosthesis 
condition (blue) and powered prosthesis condition (red) are contrasted for each subject. Scatter points represent 
individual walking trials and quadratic functions are the best least squares fit. 
 
Partitioned mechanical cost of transport dynamics 
 Single support CoTmech dynamics between the prosthesis condition for both subjects 
did not greatly differ (Student’s t-test, p=0.006). For subject 10, the single support CoTmech did 
increase significantly with walking  speed in both conditions (ANCOVA, p<0.0001). Double 
support CoTmech analysis revealed a significant, overall decrease in mechanical cost for both 
subjects when they used the powered prosthesis and resulted in about a 20% decrease 
compared to the passive prosthesis condition (Figure 31). 
 We analyzed the shift that inter-limb cost of transport exerts on the overall CoTmech for 
the stride via regression with visual speed contours and saw a pattern similar to that of the 
comparisons of passive prosthesis users and controls from the previous study (Figure 32). The 




Figure 31: Double support CoTmech comparison of passive (blue) and powered prosthesis (red) condition for each 
subject. Quadratic functions are significant (p<0.0001). Scatterplot points represent individual trials. 
 
 When we considered the relationship of inter-limb cost and mechanical cost of 
transport with regard to speed, we found that the powered prosthesis conferred a more 
shallow correlation between the two metrics (Figure 32). This result suggests that the 
powered prosthesis supports an increased amount of work done from the limbs upon one 
another without increasing the mechanical cost associated with moving the CoM. In addition 
to this finding, one of the subjects was capable of faster walking speeds with the powered 
prosthesis than with the traditional passive (Subject 10, Figure 32). Furthermore, these 
findings support the ability of powered prosthetic solutions to alter walking dynamics in a 
way that facilitates the transfer of weight from one leg to the next while maintaining more 
orthogonally oriented force and velocity vectors.  
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Figure 32: Regression of CoTmech & CoTinter with speed gradient contours. Isolines are set at a -1 slope (black). 
Individual trials are presented as open circles. For both subjects, the powered foot-ankle conferred higher inter-
limb cost of transport that more effectively reduced the mechanical cost to move the CoM – speed gradient slopes 
are more negative than isolines for powered condition and subjects were able to achieve faster walking speeds.  
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Robotics applications and future directions 
The mechanical cost analysis (MCA) and partitioning methods I’ve demonstrated in 
these studies help the technique as a simple force-measurement based technique that can be 
used to assess the mechanical cost of transport (CoTmech) of human and other animal walking 
gaits. The inclusion of bionic systems in these research studies highlights the application of 
the MCA approach as a useful gait analysis tool for modern lower-limb prosthetic research 
and development. Additionally, my consideration of the effect of walking speed on real-time 
mechanical cost dynamics exposes how tomorrow’s prosthetics can potentially adapt their 
dynamics in real-time with principles of CoTmech programmed on board. These potential 
applications are congruent with the substantial efforts made within the last two decades to 
bring robotic technologies into the forefront of gait restoration applications (Samuel K. Au & 
Herr, 2008; Ding et al., 2016; Grimmer, 2015; Herr & Grabowski, 2012; Mooney, Rouse, & Herr, 
2014). While many of the assistive solutions feature cutting edge engineering feats, both man 
and machine are united by the same principle physical constraints that include gravity and 
interactions with unpredictable environments. 
Supported by the compelling results of the studies described in this dissertation, I 
posit that by quantifying the differences in walking mechanics using MCA, interdisciplinary 
teams can work together to address the gaps in the mechanical operation measured by our 
technique in an effort to improve the effectiveness of machines reliably restoring walking 
gaits to their users. Additionally, as more autonomous bipedal robots are introduced, the 
MCA approach I’ve described shows promise as a foundational control strategy that emulates, 
and perhaps improve upon, the walking dynamics we observe for humans. Walking bipedal 
robots that are minimally actuated or are passively dynamic (i.e. the use a small decline for 
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continuous walking) usually employ a form of the inverted pendulum model as a base control 
strategy (Bhounsule & Zamani, 2017; Collins & Ruina, 2005; McGeer, 1990). In a way, the MCA 
technique we employ picks up where the inverted pendulum model leaves off, through its 
consideration of mechanical cost in both single- and double-support periods of bipedal 
walking and not just the step-to-step transition.  
Future directions for the findings of these studies using MCA include the design and 
development of a simple bipedal robot that will act as a dynamic control platform to test 
bipedal walking gaits (Figure 33). In addition, the previously described simple robots that are 
already operational also have the potential to serve as additional platforms for control 
strategy implementation based on the MCA technique. More complex robots, like Honda’s 
ASIMO, NASA’s Valkyrie, and Boston Dynamics’ Atlas all feature anthropomorphic designs that 
include functional hips, knees, ankles, and mid-foot joints that are powered by motors (Figure 
34). Deploying this MCA technique on walking gaits used by these robots can influence 
different control strategies in an effort to reduce the overall CoTmech of these machines and 
may result in more human-like walking gaits. 
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Figure 33: Dynamic control platform to test bipedal walking control strategies. The robot features six legs that are 
arranged in a rotary configuration. Each foot is controlled its own motor that transmits ankle torque via a chain 
and sprocket system. Each ankle motor is controlled by its own microprocessor to drive the motor. All six ankle 
drivers are united via slip-ring to an onboard central microprocessor that computes MCA parameters from force 
plate feedback transmitted to the robot via WiFi. The robot can only interact with the force plate with a maximum 
of two legs. The rotary design mitigates the control complication of swing leg dynamics that is inherent to all 
bipedal animal locomotion. The mass of the robot is concentrated towards the center to better emulate point-





Figure 34: Anthropomorphic autonomous bipedal robot designs. From left to right: ASIMO by Honda, Valkyrie by 




Figure A35: Double-support collision angle comparisons for passive prosthesis users. The first double-support of 
the stride (blue) compared to the 2nd double-support period of the stride (red). For each subject, the strides are 
organized according to whether the prosthesis was at the center of the stride. The pairwise comparisons I made 
across prosthesis center conditions to confirm if the differences carried over between separate strides were 
significantly different for subjects 2, 3, 5, 7, and ‘Yes’ condition for subject 6 (n>26; p<0.0037). 
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Figure A36: Single-support collision angle comparisons for passive prosthesis users. The prosthesis was at the 
center of the stride (red) compared to when the sound limb was at the center of the stride (gray). Wilcoxon non-










Figure A37: Double-support collision angle comparisons across speed range for passive prosthesis users. Two 
scenarios of double-support were analyzed in this study: 1) Cheetah prosthesis is the pushing limb, and the 
contralateral limb is braking (solid green lines) and 2) the Cheetah is the braking limb and the contralateral limb is 
pushing the CoM forward (dotted red lines). Each of these scenarios has two plots that resulted from which limb 
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